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.... 1 -.Section l 

The Four Co~ try Overview - the summarised findings drawn from the individual 
country studJ.es 

Introduction 

·~In (the Spring or 1981 a series of seminars was organised by the European 

ColDD'lUI11 ty 'Commission on "Forward LookinS Employment Management". Two questions 

were asked at the end of the series. One of these questions asked whether 

FLEM was possible 1n small and medium sized organisations. If it was possible, 

how was it done and what was the extent of the benefits? The other questions 

asked whether "Forward Looking Employment Management" could be a means of 

improving the efficiency of the labour market, improving manpower utilisation 

and reducing the lev~ls and impact or unemployment. 

Two research studies were commissioned to look at these aspects of FLEM. The 

objectives of the studies are different and the methods by which the studies 

were conducted are also different but the results should be considered 

together· for a fuller understanding or whether the Commission's objectives in 

encouraging the developmen~ ot FLEM w1lJ.- be rea1ised.. 

.. This document reports the results of the research into whether FLEM is 

possible in small and medium sized o~ganisations. 

A.. team.. of e¥Pec~ drawn .. from France, Germany,~ Italy. and the OK, together with 

staff from DGV-B in the Employment and Social Affairs Directorate, met on 16th 

September 1981 to discuss how the basic question might be answered. A set or 

criteria was defined to establish the existence or FLEM within an 

organisation. It was agreed that the number and variety of organisations 

employing between s-o· and' 1000 peo·ple- was·~ so·· large that· an exhaust'ive, 

statistically significant study would be too expensive and too difficult to 

control effectively. 

Studying a small number or companies in depth by structured interview 

techniques is the best way of gathering sufficient evidence to show whether 

FLEM existed in such organisations, how it was done, its scope and nature and 

the benefits that the organisations gained. A number of mini case studies will 

be written up to communicate the ~eal nature of FLEM, and how it varies with 

the situation of the organisation e~ploying it. 

Objectives added later were designed to give insight into the relationship 

between FLEM in organisations and in local labour market policies. 
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Methodology 

The stu4y drew on the experience of experts conversant with Forward Looking 

.. ZlJrr l:oyment Management in organisations in four countries in the Community •. 

'ThAI!: ,e exper·ts were: 

France 

West Germany 

Ireland 

Mdme Claude Vermot-Gaud, Responsable du Secteur Gestion de 

Personnel DiVisic·n "DeveloppeJilent du Personnel et Relations 

Sociales", C!GOS. 

Dr Rainer Schultz-Wild, Diplomsoziologe, Insti tut fur 

Sozialwissensohalftliche Forschung E.V. 

Malcolm Bennison, Deputy Director, Institute of Manpower 

Studies 

Dr Arthur O'Reilley of Anoo was consulted. 

It was agreed that the most appropriate approach to this study would be to 

interview in depth a small sample of organisations from each country. The 

sample could in no way be representative so organisations selected at random 

would be asked to· co-operate in the· study. Attempts were made to split the 

sample geographically and to include both production and service organisations 

·.with manpower numbers across the range specified (50 to 1000 employees). 

However, this was not a scientifically designed sample. 

A questionnaire was drawn up in each country and a pilot survey carried out. A 

meeting was held to discuss the relevance and value of each of the questions 

asked and to produce a harmonised final questionnaire. This was necessary in 

order to allow comparisons of experiences in different countries to be drawn 

from the studies. 

The interviews were then carried out (30 in France, 27 in West Germany, 27 in 

the United Kingdom and 9 in Ireland), after which a further meeting was held to 

discuss the national findings and consider their implications. National reports 

were prepared and integrated by the Institute of Manpower Studies into this 

overall report. 
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Nature ot FLBM 

.Befor.e the basic question whether FLEM is possible in small and medium sized 

organisations can be answered, its nature must be defined. FLEM is mo~ of an 

approach and style of management than a package of specific remedies. Unlike 

some management techniques, it cannot be recorded as a series of steps or 

actions which progress logically from a beginni~g to a defined end point. 

The nature of FLEM in an organisation that is oont~cting will be different 

from the expanding organisation's approach. In looking forward, the 

contracting organisation would closely examine its rate of wastage to see if 

the labour force can be reduced by allowing people to leave and not replacing 

them. It may be concerned that the contraction will reduce the opportunities 

for promotion within the organisation and that this might affect the 

motivation of its employees. It will probably not·b& greatly concerned about 

the supply of employees in the labour market, especially if it sees its. 

contraction continuing for a number of years. 

The expanding organisation, on the other hand, will be deeply interested in 

the labour supply from the markets from which it draws its employees, and it 

will be zch aancerne4 about its train·ing policy and whether that policy will 

develop the managers needed over the next few years. 

Some evidence from the French study sugesta that legislation ~s caused 

companies to consider FLEM when they would not have otherwise done so. The 

contracting- organisation· is more·· lilce~y to· consider"~ FLEM than .. · the· expanding 
!. 

one. 

It could be argued that some form of employment management is present in 

almost every organisation, but it is the quality' that varies. To answer the 

question whether FLEM is possible in small and medium sized organisations, it 

will be necessary to check not just that some of the techniques for promoting 

forward looking employment management are present within the organisation but 

also-to what extent they are used, and how effective they are. 
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In the early d~.scussions a set of criteria was identified which, if met, would 

indicate that FLEH was being practised in the organisation. The criteria are 

1 .t The organisation must attempt to forecast 1 ts changing business. This 

will involve looking at its markets, the changing technology and the 

products it plans to produce. 

2) The forecasts of the business situation in 1) above should be translated 

into the personnel requirements of the organisation. It will be necessary 

to estimate the different occupational ,groups required as well as the 

total numbers. 

3) The organisation must attempt to assess its current manpower resources 

and the way that these might change over the next rew years. 

4) There should be a personnel plan that attempts to balance the needs and 

the resources of the business in manpower terms. Whether the plan is for 

3 or 5 years is immaterial but, for FLEM to exist in a company, such a 

plan must be for at least 1 year ahead·. Organisations that attempt to 

reconcile needs and resources for less than a year ahead are not 

practising FLEM. 

5) There should be mechanisms within the organisation for achieving the 

policies that are required to adjust manpower resources to the 

organisation's needs. Forecasts of demand for manpower are notoriously 

unreliable, being heavily affected by the general uncertainty of national 

economies e This suggests that the mechanisms should be geared to 

answering the question of what happens to recruitment, promotion and 

training policies if the forecast demand does not come about. A knowledge 

of how such policies should change as the demand changes is equally 

important as matching the current resources against the forecasted demand 

for manpower .. 
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6) Finally, it is important to check that the forward looking employment 

management process is not a paper· exercise. Evidence that the process has 

actually been put into operation is .required. 

The questionnaires used as ~he biAis of the structured interviews were 
I 

designed to bl'ing out whether or not.. these ori,t.eria ~plied _ to the companies 

studied. 
~ ......... ..__ ... 

~// 

Is FLBM poaaible in ....-11 and .. dJ.ua. sized o~&aniiJ8tiona? 

The answer is, _yes. In each or the countries some or the organisations meet 

the criteria specified above in total, and a emall number. meet most or the 

conditions. summarising the results in tabular torm shows:-

Meet majority Do not meet 

of. criteria, .. criteria 

France 19 11 

Germany 13 14 

Ireland 4 5 

United.,~m 11 16 

Total 47 46 

PlWICB 

CEGOS have shown that a number of their companies practising FLEM do so for all 

their employees. These organisations demonstrate a high level or knowledge about 

future business needs. Sixteen of the companies they studied translate business 

forecasts into manpower forecasts at least one year ahead and a further four 

companies three years ahead. These companies analyse their manpower resources 

and consider their recruitment, training and development policies. The French 

companies identified as doing FLEM understand the means of achieving the balance 

of resources, having various adju::.;+ment policies such as the use of temporary 

staff, the use of staff on fixed contracts, and training their own professional 

staff but tending to look to the labour market for executives and technicians. 

In France this process appears to be considerably influenced by leglislation, 

the 'Social Plan' is an important pressure on oompanies to praotise FLEM. The 
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French study r~ports a greater capacity to adapt and react to new problems in 

these companies especially those meeting unexpected problems. 

Sohu! tz-Wild, in the German study, divided the organisations into two, 

planning and non-planning organisations. Twenty five out of the 27 companies 

had some information about the fut~~e developm~nts in their business, but 13 

could not translate these changes into manpower levels. However, when one 

looks at the personnel planning machinery of the companies, it is evident that 

only 13 out of the 27 have written personnel plans for the whole company. In 

general, these have been introduced within the last ten years but most of them 

are only plans for one year ahead. They do attempt to take into account 

resignations, retirement, the age structure and internal promotion and 

therefore it can be seen that these companies understand how to achieve 

changes ·in manpower policies in ~esponse to changes in their business 

policies. However, when one looks for evidence that substantial changes have 

been faced without crude or dramatic· adjustments, then there is a conflicting 

view. 

There is a different pattern of reaction to problems in the companies that 

plan. There appears to be no more job security for employees but different 

means are used to adjust to change. For instance, the planning companies will 

reduce overtime and extra shifts and implement shorter working hours much more 

readily than the non-planning companies. They will transfer more employees 

within the company, have fewer employees on temporary work and will attempt to 

handle the situation by more training. 

IRELAND 

The Irish study contained the smallest number of companies, nine in total, but 

of these, only five could be said to practise FLEM. The dividing factor 

between these two sets of organisations is, again, whether or not information 

about future business change and about future manpower needs is inter-related. 

The companies that are not regarded as practising FLEM are characterised by 

having little knowledge of their rates of wastage or their recruitment 

sources, and develop people not according to a plan but simply as the need 
arises. 
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tJHITBD IIBGDOK 

EleR:en out of the 27 companies visited in the United Kingdon could be said, to 

practise planning. Again, the picture is very similar to that in oth.er 

countries, with most organisations making a reasonable attempt to forecast 

their future ·-business needs and the great majority translating these into 

manpower forecasts. The great majority are at.tempting to work out manpower 

policies that will manage. changes_ in employment level about a year ahead. 

'// 

As in the German study, practising FLEM is no guarantee in the UK that 

redundancies in the workforce will be avoided. Sometimes the business 

situation changes so rapidly that the b~st forecasts are useless. 

Nevertheless, when change or this sort is forced upon them, the companies who 

practise FLEM have been able to manage· changes of this magnitude more easily 

than those who do not. 

Hence, the very positive answer that oan be given to the question, is FLEM 

possible in small and medium sized organisations? The results show that 

somewhere between one third and one half of the organisations in the samples 

from the different countries practise FLEM. 

Identi~ying the Factors that Proaote or Constrain the Use or PLBM 

The study has not identified a set of conditions that are present in every 

company that practises FLEM, or even a set of conditions that prevent its use 

in the non-practising companies. In the- ind.1vttlual. country reports some 

conditions appear to be strongly influential in promoting or constraining the 

use of FLEM in that country's organisations, but these same. conditions are not 

found in all other countries or the study. 

Since the individual country reports were prepared, the team has met to 

consider the factors influencing FLEM and discussed the differences fran 

country to country. Their concluf. :; rt"l.s are noted under the following headings. 

Factors genera1ly thought to promote the use or FLBM 

Growth. It has been argued that it is easier to practise FLEM in a company 

that is growing rather than in one which there is strong contraction.. The 

options available to management in a growing company are much more plentiful 
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than those in a contracting company. A mismatch between employees and business 

needs oan often be solved by opportunities being created at different points 

in the growing company. The evidence of the studies is contradictory. 

~ 
!~f French Study shows that 'only 3 out of the 30 companies interviewed has grown 

strongly in the past 3 years and only 2 ot them expected to do so in the next 

three ye~·s •. A further 8 companies had grown slightly over the last 3 years. If 

the companies identified as practising manpow~r planning were these 11 growing 

companies that would have been highlighted in the report. 

There appears to be a correlation between growth and tendency to plan manpower 

in the German companies, at first sight, as all 5 companies with an expanding 

turnover in the last 3 years are planning companies, whilst or the 6 companies 

experiencing stong recession, 4 do not plan. This impression is not confirmed 

when data for the last two years are· studied because the planning companies-· have~ 

experienced double the reduction in employment of the non-planning companies.-

Planning Companies Non Planning Companies 

UK Growing 7 out o-r 11 5 out of 16 

Stable 4 out of 11 7 out of 16 

Contracting 0 out of 11 4 out of 16 

Ireland Growing 3 out of 4 1 out of 5 

Stable 1 out of 4 2 out of 5 

Contracting 0 out of 4 1 out of 5 

The United Kingdom and Irish studies show some relationship as can be see from 

the above table. Of the 11 Planning Companies in the UK, 7 are growing and 4 

stable with none of them declining, but in the Non~Planning Companies 11 out of 

the 16 are either stable or contracting. Some other- factor perhaps found in 

growing companies may be present in the UK and Irish Planning Companies that is 

not to be found in the German a~d French Companies that practise FLEM. 

The judgement of the group of experts was that FLEM is a little easier to 

practise in a growing company but the motivation to do so is much less than in a 

company experiencing business contraction. The latter companies will often take 

up the practice of FLEM as they emerge from the crisis to avoid similar problems 

in adjusting manpower in similar conditions in.the future. 
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Size 

The question or relationship between the size of an organisation and the scope 

and benefits of FLEM are the f'undame:p.tal reasons for doing the research • The 

size criteria of companies to be studied or between 50 and 1000 employees was 

set somewhat arbitrarily. It is difficult to define a small company in terms or 

numbers of ~loyees. In a company ~ith 1000 employees covering 20 occupational 

groups, the scope for FLEM might be limited aa each occupational group will be 

small. On the other hand, a company with 200 employees, 150 of whom are prooeas. 

operators, might find FLEM worthwhile -~or that group.· 

Within the size range specified for the study, is there a correlation between 

size and the practice of FLEM? Data readily. available from the studies are 

summarised in the table below. 

Gerlu.Dy 0111. ted ICingdoa· Ire~and 

Planning Non Planning Non Planning Non 
Planning Planning Planning 

less than 1 9 2 2 0 
100 emp·' ees 

100 - 200 4 3 .2 5 0 
em~lQyees 

200 - 1000 8 2 7 9 4 3 

The German study shows that of the 10 companies with over 200 employees, 8 of 

them·have been· identified ~s praotisins FLEM. I;n. the UK, on the. other hand, only 
~, ,r • '" ·".f. 'c "':' " .. /''J \ ~ . ·~-'t!.. . - , ~ t.(· '. ' , , "t 

7 out of the 16· companies· witn· more···than· 200 et!ll)loyeea"' art:f 'Planning' companies 

but 2 out or the 6 companies with less· than 1 oo·'" employees practise .. FLEM. Ireland 

tends to be midway between the UK and Germany in terms of the influence of this 
factor. 

The important point to be drawn from the research is that even companies with 

fewer than 100 employees are ide~tified as practising FLEM. There is no evidence 

to suggest that the percentage >vf such companies practising FLEM cannot be 

extended. 
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Bigb Technology 

In firms employing high levels of new technology as an essential part of their 

op~r~tion, is it the scaroity of people with the required technical knowledge 

that forces the firms to look at the sources for such peo,ple and plan .and 

develop that r.esouroe within the organisation? Because the technology is new, it 

is unlikely that the education syet~ is producing many people qualified in the . . ...... -- ... 

new areas. As more companies utilise the new technology in their processes, 

oompeti tion in the labour market intensifies and the _ _.....~ilable supply is taken 

up. 

The shortage of a crucial manpower group induces the organisation to consider 

other ways of meeting the shortage: sponsored students, internal training 

schemes, transferring employees with a technical background in less essential 

areas into the new areas and training them specifically in the technology. To ·do 

this it must consider loss rates and the manpower required to meet its business 

projections, and so it begins to plan this manpower group. 

The survey has not found evidence to support this view. In Germany there are 

only two companies with more than 200 employees who feel that the technology 

they employ gives them a competitive advantage. Since 8 out of 10 companies with 

more than 200 employees are by and large those who practise FLEM, even if the 

other two companies practise FLEM no conclusions can be drawn from the small 

numbers. 

In the UK study, 3 out of the 11 companies who practise FLEM highlight 

technology as part of their competitive advantage but 4 out of the 16 companies 

who do not practise FLEM also highlight technology in the same way. 

The evidence at best is inconclusive and probably indicates no relationship. It 

is worth noting a point highlighted in the report of the French study and that 

i.s the relationship between Capital Expenditure and manpower planning in 

companies in the heavy equipment sector of industry. In this sector a firm's 

capital equipment often consists of a few very important machines which cost a 

great deal to replace. The new equipment that replaces the old, when the 

decision to reinvest is taken 9 may be based on a completely different technology 

necessitating different skills in the operators. It will take time to retrain 

existing operators in the skills and so decisions about training and selection 

of operators must be. considered when the decision to replace the machinery is 
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taken. This is an excellent reason inducing theae oompanies to practise FLEM. 

On the other hand, 1n compani.es . where the production equipment is made up or a 

large number of small, independent machines, the machinery is renewed 
:· ., 

peri .. odically. Technological innovation is introduced more progressively and 

concerns smaller numbers ot •ployees. The r~sult is less pressure to plan 

employment policy. 

Employee Skills 

When the· skills of employees in the organisation' are seen to have a direct 
'•.~ 

bearing on the competitive advantage of the company, is there a pressure to 

practise FLEM? Nine out of the 11 UK organisations identified as practitioners 

of the art regarded the skills of their employees as fundamentally important to 

their competitive advantage. In the German study, only 4 out of 27 organisations 

saw this:- as- important to their competitive advantage but the general view was 

that the skill of employees is seen as so fundamentally important by German 

companies that they would tend to take this point for granted and not highlight 

it in the survey. 

The react!1oJ;l o,t French compani$8. was divided. The oompanies who believed that 

the knowledge of their employees was an important factor in their current 

success tended to use FLEM for those categories of employees but not for all 

employees. Rather interestingly, enterprises that·considered that in the future 

their competitive advantage depended on their knowledge of ~ technology had 

not·· yet:•·· developed a systematic· approach:-. to Ft.B:M •. 

The probability is that where the·" skills of employees· are seen to be of 

commercial importance to the company, that organisation is more likely to 

practise FLEM. 

The Bxistence ot a Personnel Ftm.otion 

All the studies indicate that the .:xistence of a personnel function correlates 

with whether a company practises FLEM or not. It is, however, difficult to 

disentangle cause and effect. Does the company have a personnel department 

because it realises the need to have forward looking employment policies or do 

companies that have a personnel fUnction then begin to practise FLEM. The facts 

are as follows. 
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In the OK, 9 of ·the 11 companies that utilise man power planning have an 

identifiable personnel function but only 8 out of the 16 that do not plan have 

such -t function. 

In '-;he other countries the number of companies with a personnel function, 

whether or not they practise FLEM, is higher. The question must be asked about 

the effecti.veness of the function ~-n decision making. In France, in 12 out of 
... _·~--.. . 

the 10 companies decisions on recruitment and training to fill vacancies are 

t~n by the personnel fUnction. In Germany there is a personnel function in'18 

out of the 2 7 companies but only in the large companies who practise manpower 

planning is the personnel fUnction playing an effective role. 

This question of cause and effect is difficult to determine. It was the 

unanimous opinion of the experts conducting the national studies, however, that 

whether or not the initial decision to set up a personnel function reflected the 

management style of the ·organisation or an awareness of the need to initiate 

manpower planning, once in existence, the chance of an organisation practising 

FLEM increasedo The personnel officers employed would tend to have better 

knowledge of manpower problems and the practice of FLEM and would recognise 

opportunities that occurred in day to day operations to encourage the management 

to adopt a forward looking approach. 

Multinational Ownership or Subsidiary ot Large Rational Coapany 

It is remarkable in the Irish study that the 4 companies practising manpower 

planning are foreign multinationals. It is equally remarkable that 5 out of the 

top 6 companies practising manpower planning in the UK study are entirely 

independent, neither a subsidiary of a multinational nor of a UK company. 

Indeed, of the 16 companies that did. not practise FLEM, 11 were autonomous 

subsidiaries of OK companies. 

The French study suggests that many of the companies in the size range 500 to 

1000 employees which practise FL&\1 for all their employees are part of a larger 

national or multinational groupe The implication is that FLEM is necessary for 

the well being of the group and the procedure t·or its practice has been defined 

and all ~nits, large and small, have to participate in the system. In some cases 

the small firm will apply the procedure intelligently and so gain: others will 

obey the system without commitment. 
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The judgement or the group was that this effect was more apparent than real and 

was a chance effect resulting frcm the small nl.lllber of companies studied. 

F~~~rs ,aenerally oonatr~ning the wse ~~ i'~M 

Business Unce~tainty. Almost without exception the companies classified in the 

national studies as not practising FLEM state that the uncertainty or the future 

completely foils any attempt to brins a f'orw~d looking approach to manpower 

policies. 

The French study shows t·hat, when asked to participate, the first reaction of 

many companies was to say that they did not have FLEM and even it they attempted 

to do it, the changable nature of business would mean that it was out of date 

too quickly. Of' the 35 per cent of companies practising FLEM in the French 

report, some have reduced the forecas~ planning period from greater than 1 year 

ahead down to 1 year for .. t~ reason. 

Company and personnel planning is seen as impossible to many of the non-planning 

companies in the German study. They argue that the order situation and therefore 

production levels cannot be seen 2 or 3 months in advance so there is nothing to 

be gained from setting up personnel planning machinery. 

Many of the companies in the UK study had put any considered planning into 

abeyance throughout the recession. Needless to say, these companies are the 

majority of those that d·e not considered to practise FLEM. 

Sc•pt'ioa~.,.. Att1tude .... ·to .. ,.· Planning: This .. oonstrai·nt ..... on· th&-'practi'ce of'·· forw~d 
.~ • ~ (I · .. .tt_· ... ,. ~ ~ .~ ' :~ ~ 

looking employment· management, is also very widespread and it is difficult. to 

separate its effect f'rom that of the·"' previous constraint since business 

uncertainty leads to a sceptical atti tute to planning. The main reasons put 

forward are:-

The normal fluctuations in business experienced by a small organisation are 

so large that personnel plans ~.-~ould have to be revised too often. 

That planning, with its need to evaluate and write down the assumptions and 

activities of' the plan, brin~ a rigidity into management thinking that 

stops the necessary corrective initiatives being taken when the level of 

business changes. In this respect it is harmful and not as effective as 

managing by the seat of the pants. 
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Additionally, some of the companies in the UK study were judged as not 

! practisi.ng FLEM yet they apparently had personnel plans. When asked what they 

use~ tale plans for, invariably the answer was as part of the financial and 

:--wC.gt)·tary control systems of the organisation and not as a means of establishing 
1 l."'orward looking employment management' • 

Baployaent Legislation. Broadly> the effe~t of legf.slation on whether an 

organisation will use FLEM is neutral. In France its effect appears to be most 

positive and CEGOS identified four stimuli: 

a) Since 1974 the regulations concerning redundancy practices are a stimulus to 

avoid manpower excesses. 

b) The obligation laid on employers to obtain permission to recruit from the 

'Inspection du Travail9 if they have made employees redundant in t'he 

previous twelve months, also acts as a stimulus to manpower planning. 

c) The obligation to spend at the minimum 1.1% of the annual salary bill on 

training and retraining is. another stimulus. 

d) Since February 1982 limitations on the recourse of companies to policies of 

short term contracts and temporary employment is a pressure to plan. 

The German Workers Constitution Act regulates the conduct of lay-offs . and 

redundancies but in the study only two companies spoke of it as having influence 

on employment policy. 

The Contracts of Employment Act and Redundancy Provisions Act in the United 

Kingdom have severely constrained employment policies in companies, particularly 

regarding lay-offs.. In general, companies are prepared to pay well above the 

legal minimum requirements of compensation to workers laid off. If the act of 

making employees redundant has any impact on whether a firm practises FLEM, it 

is because of the disagreeable personal relationships that are inevitable in 

redundancies, not the level of compensation that has to be paid. Some companies 

will turn to planning to try to avoid getting into the situation in the future. 

The team have discussed all the above factors at length, attempting to come to 

conclusions on the conditions under which FLEM is possible and what are the 
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rea.sons which induce small and medi\111 s;zed firms to use it. The conclusion was 

that the overriding factor is the attitude or management to employment policy. 

As soon as the top management or the organisation perceive the level of 

investment .. that they have in ~power, they begin to .. lJ.nk manpower policies to 

their business situation and oannQt help but look fo~ard in employment . 

management. 

In one organisation it might be the shortage of skilled workers during a period 

or very rapid growth that stimulates the emergence of this attitude in 

management. In another organisation this stimulus could come from the 

realisation that the organisation's place in the market came from the skills of 

its employees and in yet another case the reason can be found in the need to 

invest in machinery requirins ditterent skills in employees. 

These are indications that even in these small organisations this attitude or 

management is increasingly to be found and perhaps in the near future the 
~! r A 

practice or FLEM in such organisations will be seen to have increased 

substantially. 

BEIBFITS OF FLBM 

The.,. oompaniq_ paz;t.ic~ing in the study were also asked wbat· they perceived th~ 

benefits of FLEM to be. We have attempted to classify the replies of those 

companies judged to be practising FLEM into a n\IDber or groups. 

i) Better Prot! ts - timing the number ot employees more closely to the 

business future needs saves directly on·· the"" salary bill. The savi-ng is 
~ "' • ~· "I, I '~ 1 

obvious in organisations that have over-recruited and employ too many 

people but in the organisations that have underestimated manpower needs 

it is easy to identity the addi tiona! costs. Premium payments for high 

overtime working and sales revenue lost when production levels are too 

low to satisfy the market are the costs or having too few people. 

Better profits not only derive from relating manpower levels more 

closely to business needs but, even when the organisation achieves this 

match, there are still savings to be gained from the more efficient use 

of manpower resources that is usually to be found in companies that 

practise FLEM. Such companies will usually have better training plans, 

will have assessed the potential of their employees and will be able to 

assess labour wastage more accurately - this improved manpower 
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performance oos ts the organisation less and usually leads to higher 

levels of productivity and so into improved profits. 

·:.idJ fte Better Integration or Manpower and Business Policies. 

ft!ncreased insight into employment and business policies" - the German 

study; "A broader view or the link between manpower and business" .- a 

UK company; "Company direct and manpower policy" - Ireland; and 

"Integrating personnel mal!~gement pol.ioy" - the French report: these 

are the comments made by companies practising FLEM when asked about the 

benefits. 

Here the companies are not referring to the financial advantages 

described in (i) above but to the improvement in the ease and speed 

with which business decisions oan be taken when an organisation oan 

easily assess the man-power implications of alternative business 

policies. 

iii) .Ensuring the Supply or Skilled Workers. Only an organisation that 

looks at its manpower needs in terms of its future business levels can 

take the longer term decisions needed to ensure the supply of skilled 

workers. Skills take time to acquire and a shortage cannot be made up 

easily~ Organisations ·will bid against each other in the shortage 

situation and the problem is quickly made worse. The early 

identification of shortages within the organisation enables the firm to 

take steps before its competitors to protect its supply. 

iv) ·An organisation that has the ri.ght levels of manpower of the right kind 

to meet its needs is generally a much more efficient one. The quality 

or the finished goods and the services offered by an organisation is 

much better when the workforce is properly trained and is matched with 

the needs Qf the processes and services off"eredo 

One of the benefits of FLEM envisaged during discussio~~ to set up the 

project was that companies practising it would show evidence of 

avoiding lay-offso This cannot be substantiated in the studies. In each 

of the countries, planning and non-planning organisations organisations 

have had to resort to redunda..flcy programmes, but in general the 

planning companies have used many more options than the non-planning 

companies in adjusting employment levels downwards. 
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POSSIBLE ACTIOIIS TO PROMoTE TBE USE OF FLEII . - ,, 

Does ~ organisation really have a choice of whether. it should practise FLEM or 

not"? In a rapidly changing world where technology is impacting on jobs in a way 

not previously envisaged, the re-evaluation of manpower policies will be forced 

on an organisation that has not attempted to tbink_ahead. In the same way, the 

growing influence of employment protection le.g1slation in most countries does 

no~ leave the organisation a great deal of free~ of action. 
· n1;' 

The previous section has also shown that in addition to the pressures there are 

tangible benef'i ts, which can be quantified and oosted, accruing to organisations 

that practise FLEM. 

If there are strong pressures and tangible benefits, why then is it necessary to 

·encourage- organisations to implement such a· forward looking approach? The 

problem is that the barriers which have been identified are such that the 

necessary attitude of' management towards manpower problems .is never developed in 

many organisations. The uncertain nature of business develops an antipathy to 

planning in general and short term thinking towards manpower policies in 

particular, e.g. exoessive use of' overtime working, lay-offs of workers at short 

notic•· etc. The first set of' actions to, promote .. the use of FLEM sh<llJld. be aimed 

at removing these barriers. 

1) Argument and exhortation rarely succeed in persuading an organisation 

to undertake policies in which they have little faith. To be shown 

organisations· ... in similar~· situations who - pr·a:otise· such· policies often 

leads to a reversal ~ attitude. This study, other than producing one 

or two case studies of companies practising FLEM, has not been able to 

describe in detail how those companies _have gone about it. 

It is recommended that the Commission of European Communities finance 

further projects to examine a sample of the companies identified as 

practising FLEM, in each country, to produce detailed descriptions of 

the process of FLEM and its benefits. 

2) Complementary to 1) above, training should be provided in methods and 

techniques of FLEM appropriate to small and medium sized organisations. 

The Commission could have an important role in producing such training 
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as it Will be difficult to persuade organisations to spend money on 

training in FLEM when they are not convinced of its benefits. 

Experience in IMS and CEGOS has shown that when sceptical managers have 

attended such courses changes in attitude are possible. 

3) It would be extrEDely costly to p.1t all the members of management teams 

through such training courses. The video recorder has established its 

success as a medium of' co~ication to small groups of people. It is 

recommended that a programme or a series of programmes on the practice 

of FLEM and its benefits are produced, aimed at the management teams· of 

small organisations. 

4) A publication or a range of publications on how to practise FLEM and 

its benefits to the organisation will reach a much wider audience than 

training courses or video programmes, and consideration should be g1 ven 

to commissioning such publications. 

POSSIBLE ACTIORS AT THE LEVEL OP TBB ORGJ.NISATIOR 

A) The personnel functions in small and mediun sized organisations should 

be away fran salary administation into managing the human resource. The 

collecting together of information abou.t manpower stocks and flows 

should be regarded as one of the function's prime objectives. One of' 

the barriers to integrating manpower policies with business needs is 

the lack of such information. 

B) Organisations should use the generally available tools that have been 

developed to help the practice of FLEM. Techniques exist which use 

readily available information in a highly visual way to show up current 

and future manpower problems. Models have been developed which are 

useful in relating the nunbers and types of employees to business 

situations. 

C) To assist in the implementation of FLEM in organisations, the workforce 

must be aware of the interaction between manpower policies and business 

needs. This means communicating the longer term benefits or FLEM to 

employees. 
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CHAPTD 1 - IITRODUCTI OB 

·Preface 

Manpower planning enables those companies which can evaluate their long-term 

emplo1111ent-- ~eeds, both quantitatively and qualitatively, to take appropriate 

measures to avoid crises e.g. excess manpower which can lead to dismissals., or a 

shortage of labour which can create bottlenecks in a campanr~s development. 

This is why IDI1llY large companies include a :5-5 year forecast of employment in 

their plans. This practice enables them to take decisions regarding 

sub-contracting, the use of temporary staff', fi%ed-term staff and tha 

recruitment of permanent stat:t with the necessar:r career and retraining 

structures. 

Is what is appropriate to large companies equally applicable to small. and 

medium-sized concerns (100-1000 employees)? This question merits an in-depth 

study because· medium and small-sized companies do not generally ba.ve a 

reputation for anticipating their personnel needs and do not take the necessary 

steps to regulate employment so as to maintain an economic and social balance 

wit~the company no dismissals- no bottlenecks. 

Thua the object of this study is tc analyse · the actual practice of small and 

medium-sized concerns in France to determine what motivates their behaviour and 

. to formulate recommend& tiona for developing manpower planning in this type of 

compall.J'.• 

1 .1 The Characteristics of Manpower Planning 

The basic assumptions are as follows:

Personnel management is said to e%ist if:-

1) there is an assessment of long-term needs 

This requires a business forecast, concerned as much by technological 

developments in the marke·.; as by increases in productivity. 

2) 

3) 

These business needs are tr·-nslated into 12ersonnel needs 

Both quantitatively and qualitatively. 

There is an anallsis of actual man:2ower resources in the com:2anz 

both for "permanent" members of staff (contracted for a fixed term.) 

as well as for other categories (temp~rar.Y staff, fixed-term 

contractors, consultants and other sub-contractors) 
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This analysis must comprise, in particular, a demographic forecast and 

include impor~ant factors such.ae turnover. 

4) There is a personnel plan of 1,3 or 5 years which reconciles 

£equirements and resources and provides one or more proposed 

v.~ys of bringing about this reconciliation, viz:-
., recrui tm.ent 

- c~e of status (e.g from fixed-term contract to unfixed-term 

contract) 

- internal mobility (transfer &hi promotion) 

- the facilities for training and promotion 

- contract modifica tiona ( eg from full to part time) 

- anticipating future retirement 

- the adjustment of wastase durina the course of. a career in 

the form of "aided" redund-.ncies or dismissals .. 

5) There is a sure command over the means with which to bring about the 

anticipated reconciliation. ~hese resources are as much a function 

of the internal competences of the company (the existence of a 

personnel manager at a sufficiently high level, or a manager capable 

of taking a strong hold of a particular problem) as a knowledge 

of external resources (diverse types of local or regional labour 

markets). 

6) Finally, there is concrete evidence that manpower plannipg bas been 

operative, i.e. that a company has ma'de an in-depth examination of 

its needs and faced up to the necessary changes - or at least those 

that it saw as being necessary - and so avoided the rude and often 

dramatic shocks that result from bearin& ~a until the last 

minute. 
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CHAPTER 2 - PRESEITATION OF ·THE RESUL~S Ol THE SURVEY 

·2. 1 Jlethodoloq 

'The study, which aims to identify. the use made by' small and medium~sized 
. I 

companies o~ manpower planning, began1with a questionnaire completed through the 

means of an interview with company, management • 
........... ___ .. 

The questionnaire was des~ed with a view to exploring the diffe.ren t 

characteristics aa defined. ~ths~~evioua~ahapt~. 

The different headings are: 

-Economic environment of the company 

-The company's knowledge of ita manpower needs 

-Management ot supply and demand 

-Recruitment 

-Facilities for development of the individual 

-Departures 

-Staff representatives and employment. 

The interview, held on the basis of the questionnaire (whether already 

completed, or filled in during the interview), bad at one and the same time: the 

primary' objective of gathering or completiDg numerical answers, of ob.taining 

binar7 responses (yes - no), or multiple 'choice answer: and the secondary 

objective of allowing the interviewee to explain his responses, giving 

supplementary information where applicable to give _a better understanding of the 

reaaona for. and . the effects ... of .. theN practi.ces. 

2.a.Results of the survey 

221 General Remarks 

The people contacted 

-the majority were personnel managers, heads of personnel or social affairs 

-administrative and fina.nciS.: managers who included the social function 

among other general respona·. bili ties. N.B. On the whole, the people 

contacted were a little reluctan·~ to reply to some of the questions asked:

Indeed, we often encounte~ed the following:-

-an initial reaction on the part of the company that it did not pursue a 

manpower planning policy and as such co?ld serve no useful purpose in the 

study. 
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-then, to a greater or lesser extent, an admission to a general sceptism 

towards the very ter.m manpower planning. 

-either from the fear of divulging weaknesses in management. 

-or from the difficulty of combining the elements: recruitment, structure 

a,._d au understanding as to how these form part of manpower planning. 



222 The Com.Eanies Consulted 

Companies Employees Type of Industry 

fans - Region 

B.aboni 55 Construction mate~ials 

Metro bus 118 Advertising 

Gamlen 137 Chemicals 

Cablerie de Cosnes 143 Electrical materials 
,-

Caisse Epargne Corbeil 183 Finance // 
Chantovent 20.1 Wholesale wines .. 

Sa tam 390 Mechanical 

Cartier 390 Distribution 

Glaxo 400 Pharmaceuticals 

Helio Corbeil 6'37 Printing 

Geser 711 Cleaning-· 

Inatitut Pasteur Producti~ 8)8 Pharmaceuticals 

Credit Cooperatif 825 Finance 

Comp. Paris de Chauff Urbain ·410 Heating 

Brittany - Normandy 

Be gavel 159 Curing/Salting 

Tabur· 200 Rubber manufacturers 

Le Calber: ;oa Transport 

Franpac 357. Metal Packing 

Marc S.A. 657 Civil·- Engineering 

South-West 

Henessy 669·· S~ts (.BrandJ.,) 

Collins 167 Electronics 

Verrerie· 721 Glasa Blowins 

East 

Holiday Inn 81 Hotel 

Forges de Strasbours 686 Metalluri!J 

North 
Caron 918 B.T.P. 

Rhone-Alps 

La Dauphinoise 100 Metal manufactures 

Aciers D'Allevard 648 Iron Smelting 

Rassurel 763 Textile 

Grosfilex 854., Plastics 

Maison Charles Juvenels 135 Clothing 



DiVision by no of employees 

>500 

>200 <500 
>50 <200 

223 Analysis of the replies 

12 

8 

10 

A. Economic environment of the P.MEs 

Aotivi t:r 79/81 

...a-

It appears that over the course of the last three years,. the activity of the 

capital goods sector has been clearly falling at a time when the service 

sectors, (transport, cleaning etc) and the health sector (pharmaceutical 

products) as well as both lUXUl"J' am non-lUXUIY product sectors, have shown 

expansion or stability. 

Future Activity 

These trends seem likely to continue over the next three years: industrial 

companies do not foresee arrr expansion, at best they are expecting some 

stability in their activities. At worst service companies foresee a stability in 

their activities but with a good chance of expansion. 

Nature of the market 

The majority of companies interviewed produce or trade in a single product and 

its derivatives. They have a number of clients, mainly private or public 

companies. Their market is primarily national apart from those companies which 

deal in luxury health (pharmaceutical), and general consumer goods (e.g. 

clothing, luxury items, ·alcohol), where the market is worldwide. 

Main developments 

Over the next three years, 70% of the companies envisage important developments 

in technology which will result in new manufacturing techniques and a change in 

the range of products. 

In 50% of the cases there follows the need for personnel either to acquire new 

• 



teclmiquee, or to know bow to ·use modern manasement tools (in the field of 

information and in the office). There will be a pressiDS need for trainins 

schemes to centre on future needs of the company (compare this· view vi th the way 

training is presently organised). 

The control of the current market 

In 50% of the cases price cOmpetition ensures the control of the Company's 

market. 40% ot the companiea streaa the qual.i t:r of their m•nagement and 

technicians, considering them essential factors in their acquiring their present 

market share •. 35% cite- theil:' mu~ of new•" technolo&Y as a .. factor· in the 

control of the market. 

It is noted that the factors which will, in the future, permit the control of 

the market (technological developments) do not correspond with the current main 

factors (price/manapmeDt qualit:r) but this.~ di.acrepanc:r is· not seen· aa·· a great 

risk. It is never spelt out but one's perception ot the future is not a sound 

enoush basis on which to take decisions and make profitable strategies until 

more hard-core information becomes available. While technological developments 

are recognised as fUndamental, they are not so much anticipated as put up with. 

B. The knowledje which the PliEs have of their employment need& re manpower 
. ,. ~ ti t - c:cu: • :. ' .. 4 4 

planning 

- 35% of the companies make forecasts of year 

- 52% of the companies make forecasts of year 

- 10% of the companiea make foreoaa£8 .of_ 3 yeax:.. 

- 3% of the comapniee make forecasts ot . 3 years 

There is no significant relationship between the size of the company and the 

length of its forecast. On the contrary .. the.. type of business seems to be the 

determining factor. The 35% of the companies which make forecasts for one year, 

practically all belong to the industrial and collective capital goods sector. 

Some of them state that they went bac-k to one year forecasts having previously 

made forecasts of more than one yes..:. 

Elsewhere the existence of abundant manpower on the market does not provide the 

right incentive for companies to make their own forecasts. Companies, which 

traditionally have a reputation of playing on~high unemployment as an excuse for 

paying low salaries, have poor working conditions and are subject to significant 
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turnover (te~tilea and distribution), make forecaata of lees than one year. 

In companies making one year foreoaeta tbe forecast ~aulta from the contents of 

the a~ budget. 

"Tr~e usefulness of manpower pl•nni ng is recognised by' the majority of those 

comptulies w~ch forecast, at best, stagnant activity over the nerl few years. 

Onl7 the companies which are currantl7 experi~ll.CiDC . economic ditficul ties deny 

arq interest. 

'Dl.e importance o£ financial investment and the type of investment the company 

must make, constitutes a motivating factor for the instigation of a forecast. 

In heavy equipment companies where the industrial potential consists of a few 

important machines (e.g. printing, steel) each change of machine corresponds to 

a new generation of technology which is only introduced into the company at the 

time when the new machine is put into opertion. It is therefore necessary to 

forecast both the qualitative and quantitative personnel adjustments consequent 

upon the investment decision in order to prepare all of the staff for the 

change. 

On the other hand, in industries where the industrial capacity consists: of 

numerous small machines, all independent of each other and costing less, the 

plant renewal is made periodically. Technological innovations are introduced 

more progressively and concern less significant groups of people - a few in each 

workshop. This reduces the need for forecasting, adaptability to change 

remaining possible because of the smaller number of people involved each time 

and the leas important nature of the change. 

Whether implicitly or explicitly, the companies consulted considered that 

manpower planning could result in a better overall profitability in that it 

allows (reasons advanced in order of decreasing frequency): 

- in respect of budgets, the monitoring and cost adjustment within the total 

salary matrix. 

- a forecast of necessary appointments, a forecast of actions that will increase 

appointments, a classification of appointment and career schemes. 

- in respect of foreseen developments, a better selection procedure and an 

improvement in training. 

- a more stable workforce, a reduction in turnover. 
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-a better social climate, leadtQs to •aaier commUDicationa with the company's 

partners. 

- a total quality control of products, an improvement in the company's image in 

~be ~~ea of clients as evidenced by more· rigorous management. 

However very few companies see manpower planning as an integral part of 

management systems (the level of qualifications and the intellectual standing of 

the management are seen as determining factors). Most of the time, the 

advantages of manpower plaDlliDg cannot be· seen :in terms of concrete facts and. 

figures: a control of the total salary bill facilitates the fUlfilment of gther 

objectives (avoidillg delays-). This can explain why manpower plarmillg does not 

appear in a lone-term plan and why it does not more often give rise to an 

elaboration of an overall strategy defining coherent and consistent tactics in 

the matter of recruitment, training, internal promotion, integrating such 

paramet•rs as age structures, turnover and the simulation of the total wages 

bill. 

The main problems when drawing up a manpower planning forecast, are usually 

connected with the need to make an economic forecast. No other factor, such as 

the buman factor, is mentioned as restricting the company's oapacit,y for working 

out a manpower plan. 

Forecasts are effectively the responsibility of general management even if there 

is a personnel department. 

This forecast is initially worked out systematically, _department by' department 

in~ the_ ... , firs.t place-.... from. the .. econom34 developments provided· from_. within the 

business and, secondly, from technological developments • Production appears to 

be··· oni¥· a smau .. part•: of~ this forecast. 

It is onl7 after this departmental approach that the forecast is consolidated at 

the level of' the company. The monitoring and realisation of the plan are 

confined to the personnel department. The manpower·'forecast systematically takes 

into account the replacement n~J-~ds due to retirement. Replacements due to 

theoretically internal promotiontl are only taken into account in 60% of the 

companies consulted. 

In companies employing a poorly qualified workforce doing difficult jobs, 

resignations and turnover are integrated in~o the· forecast. There is also a 

tendency for resignations to be taken into account in high-technology companies 
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where the staff is aware of concU.tioDS in the labour market (the attraction of 

pay) • 

Otm~ companies suggested there waa XlO need -to take resignations or turnover 

in~o f.\4Ccoun t • 

I 

I 
c. Degree of awareness of hUliWl potential' iii the company. 

In the case of small-sized companies, the ne~ ~--to reach a systematic and formal 

appraisal of human potential is a )a:'ttle resented. Attempts at classification 

are often met with failure, or wi.th refusal due to clumsy presentation of the 

possible benefit or with the subsequent non-use which only puts into prominence 

ita uselessness. Often obstruction on the part of the old establishment can be 

distinguished. The settiq up of a formalised system ia seen as creating a 

barrier preventing direct communication with mana,ement. 

Direct communication is the only means of conveying this potential in 40% of the 

companies. 

The establishment of a more for.mal approach is not a function of the size of the 

company. 

Among 60% of the companies having a system for evaluating potential: 

- 40% of them combine a system of performance'evaluation (based on objective or 

job description) with a system of hierarchical assessment (each system is 

applied step by step through the hierarchy.) 

- 60% of them have only a system of hierarchical assessment. 

Nevertheless, this assessment only gives rise to an interview with the 

interested party ~ 50% of the companies which have a system. 

Whatever the terms and conditions of the appraisal system, the results primarily 
serve the purpose of: promotion and training; and, secondly, salary revisions 

and retraining. The appraisal of performance and of potential ia not widespread. 

D. Is Manpower planning a management tool for the company? 

a) Recruitment 

According to the report, of the total number of posts to be filled, external 

recruitment accounted for at least 50%, inter~al promotion for 40% and transfers 

without promotion 10%. The 1981 report indicates that there was a 10% increase 
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in external recruitment vis-a-vis 1980. In order to acquire the necessary 

technical know-how companies recruit ·the great majority of their trained 

personnel and higher,technicians from the market. This is a very clear trend. It 

·shoUld be noted that in most of these eases, companies recruit more in relation 

·to i\mction than a defined poet. They look to adapt the services of a specia.list 

to a specific t.1eld. ~s ~ecialist will be able to envisage the developments 

of the function· and respond to them~ when the time. comes. For e:z:ample: the 

recruitment in a company of between 300 and 400 people of a personnel manager 

who has a very varied working experience, whose salary level is sometimes high 

and who, in the first instance, will be over-qualified for the post. On the 

other hand, companies prefer to teach new· skills to manual workers and clerical 

s taf'f through professional trainina, and so recruit personnel vi th few 

qualifications. 

In the case of a vacant post, priority is given to in-house personnel, in the 

case- of clerical staff, though not in the case~ ot trained personnel.. It- is 

management and the personnel department who decide, upon the ways used for staff 

recruitment in the companies consulted. 

Two-thirds of external recruits are based on ~ction needs for up to a year. In 

60% of the cases recruitment needs are defined b,r the means of job description. 

The two sources most frequently used for recruitment are: firstly, 1 'ANPE and 

1 'APEC (job centres), for convenience aDd for the main salar.y ranges of the 

proposed candidates, to ascertain the lowest cost of those to be engaged and 

from the point of view of being on good terms with the administration. Seeondly, 

and often simultaneously, compal:U.es: call upon.,, aciver.:tising". agencies, wh'ich have 

the essential recognised qualities of speed, preciseness of target and a more 

effective return than either" 1' ANPE or 1' APEC. The use'* of" candidates who have 

come forward independent of any advertisement or who are relatives of other 

members of staff, depends on the type of activity (particularly for staff with 

few qualifications). 

b) Temporary Employees 

Since 1 979 there has been a si. ~nificant fall in the number of temporary 

employees. Between 1979 and 1980 they fell by 60% and there was a further 5% 

fall in 1981. There is a great, variation in the average length of employment 

between companies and within a company from Y!ar to year. The average period for 

1981 was 1 months. 
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c) Fixed-term contracts (CDD) 

·The usual reasons for using fixed-term contracts are found in all companies 

('tf~;p.orary increase in production aJJd replacement). Certain companies have 

r~course to fixed-term contracts to bring in· personnel and specific skills of 

which the.y ~ve no permanent need. Two extremes are clearly marked: either very 

little CDD for traditional reasons or a lot of CDD, always for traditional 

reasons, but in the framework of a cisfined management policy to avoid dismissals 

and particularly to use the period of .CDD as one of pre-hire. 

d) Training 

Training - promotion is a decision taken at a top level with the personnel 

department having a certain measure of involvement. Even though they may take 

heed of suggestions and look into salary scales, . management clearly holds the 

initiative. Spontaneous demands for t.raining by salaried staff are not generally 

integrated directly in the training plan. The management hierarchy and the 

personnel department tend to control training opportunities, making their 

decis.ions together. In the rare cases where the salaried staff themselves 

initiate a request for training, there generally exists an internal, collective 

system of training defined by professional categories (clerical management 

skills etc.). 

Training schemes as a result of restructuring are, on the contrary, almost 

entirely at the initiative of the salaried staff (even if they are integrated in 

the training plan). 

In moat of the companies, training-promotion is not seen as a constraint and it 

is very rare that it is subscribed to merely as a means of keeping peace within 

the col{lpany; training promotion is seen to be an obvious benefit, studied 

according to departmental needs and to specific company needs even if it is only 

short term (1 year). 

Training Objectives 

Individual training schemes are decided according to departmental priorities and 

functional needs of up to a year. They are rarely planned several years ahead 

except for heavy investment plans - such as ~hose in the printing industry - or 

restructuring plans - banks. 
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Even in cases where there e%ists an appraisal system for formulating individual 

development plana, departmental needs take priority. Individual training plans 

.:are .£irstly tied to departmental needs and $eoondly to the needs of' the company 

.•as :a 'whole • 

It is only ~ th·eae companies nth a workforce·· of 500 or more that general aims 

are systematicallf set out as a forerunner to the formulation of the plan. These 

aims ar.e defined by general management although· the personnel department bas a 

leading role (more than in the recruitment decision). The idea that it is better 

to spend a legal Ll% rathe~-. than to SU'e it is no lollfer· a major incentive. 

The R!rcentage ot the budget allocated to trainiDI 

Most companies keep to just the legal minimum or only slightly above. 20% of 

companies greatly exceed the budget (no good reason related to either· the size 

of the comp~ or the type of activity can be found). Those attending . the 

organised training courses are known in almost all cases before the year end, or 

are subject to subsequent chang.es in the case of other priori ties coming to 

light or of the unavailability of the interested plrty at the time of the 

course. 

e) Departures 

Collective dismissals: the number of collective dismissals in, companies 

corresponds roughly to the number of dismissala forecast in the company's plan 

as.. submi.tted to.._ the works .. 00ll:D4lil... The .. sli&ht . dit,fer.ence. ia. due only to pres·sure 

from staff representatives or to humanitarian considerations. The measures taken 

in the.· company's·:plan for limitin&:collective dismissals are: early retirement 

with financial aid from the company, where the incentive to leave is based on 

bonus payments or an attempt at relocation in another company (most of the time 

without success). Help from the FNE or from public or professional regional 

organisation is mentioned only in a small number of cases and does not seem to 

be appreciated. Over the course of the next two years, a sixth of the companies 

envisage a reduction in staff. The others expect stability. 

Early-retirement departures 

They take place most often at· the request o£: the company and because they are 

voluntary redundancies they do not pose a problem. In some cases, the decision 
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is taken by the company after a preliminar,y request b.1 the interested parties. 

f) Arrangements with staff representatives 

Al~.. the companies consul ted have a company committee. In cases where there is an 

e:'ll:p.loyment - ., training board w1 thin the company comai ttee, 1 ts role seems al.l but 

non-existen-t; in the field of manpower:. planning. 

The question most asked b.Y staff representatives concerns the provision for 

youth eml?lo~nt and the guarantee of eaployment •. 

The register of new entrants and departures is practically never consul ted by 

staff representatives. Where there is an obligation to produce a company balance 

sheet, it is sent solely to the people concerned as required by law. It is very 

rare that it is sent to all members of staff, thouch it is at their disposal. 
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CHAPTER 3 MANPOWER PLADiliG AID ITS USES 

3 .·1 .rliesul ts according to the tne of manpower plannins 

Allalysia of the results of the enquir,- above us that the companies can be 

classified in three categories:-

311 Thoae With a oomprehenaive manpower planniDf EQliSf which comprises:-

- a precise evaluation (of at-· leaat one ;rear) of the quanti ta ti ve and 

qualitative personnel requirements 

- a thorough recruitment policy aimed at bringing about the necessary 

qua1itative changes 

- a training polic;r aimed at briqing about the necessar:r changes in 

qualifications 

Examples of 2 such companies are examiD.ed m. detail in the next section of this 

chapter (3.2) 
The advantages of' this kind of manpower planninB polio;r are set out below: 

in economic terms 

- with regard to budgets ~d the control of staff expenses 

- vi,th r.egard to indu-..trial ailQ&l. Izuieed., 1 t should. be.. notecl that. to further its 

own industry and (or) development, the compan;r introduces this kind of manpower 

planning policy to work alongside its most important industrial objectives (see 

e:Xampi~s 1---&2) Manp9wer planning ia thus a means of l'&gularly ensuring that the 

neceaaar,y alterations at both tbe quantitative and qualitative level take place 

and· make an effective: contti:bution:· to ~- anticipated*"cheges· 
·~ • _j, ~. • -,. -. ··~ 

- through a greater awar.eness &Jl4.· use of. potential 

- throush-. a more profitable recruitment policy. Since the advisability of 

recruitment is the subject of an in-depth stud7, this leads to a more pr.ecise 

screening of candidates and more rigorous selection procedure 
- through a better use of the training budget: b;r defining more precise!~, the 

.needs and anticipated results. a greater control of the efficiency of the 
training plan is possible 

in ]!Zoho-sooiological terms 

- through a greater participation of training personnel in manpower planning 

- through closer co-operation among staff themselves 

- through greater personnel mobility and a reduced resistance to chance 

- through a greater facilit,y to adapt to change and for the company 

to face any contingent new problems in a concerted fashion 
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- th~ugh mor>e C('mplete information from staff representatives, as much 

conce~:ned with economic activity within the company as employment management. 

T~wr3 is a deliberate choice within the coapa!U' to limit manpower planning to a 

professional categor,y or a single function. 

The company concentrates its efforts on a manpower pl•nn; ng forecast that it 

considers as essential to its functionil:lg and future success. It begins on the 

principle that as company's "savoir-faire" resides in a f'ev individuals who have 

had to acquire. for themselves or develop these akilla. 

This manpower planning results in a forecast of the precise needs, 

quantitatively as much as qualitatively. Recruitment is carried out on a 

contingency basis even before the needs are realised, the company agreeing to 

put up with the costs of unproductiveness or partial productivity. Training is 

seen as an intellectual and psychological stimulus. 

Categories and expendable functions are considered as non-essential. Surplus or 

scarcity, quantitatively aa much as qualitatively, is mt seen as being 

dangerous, 8lld · can be resula ted by' resortills to dismissals in the case of 

surplus, or in the case of scarcity b.Y fixed-term contracts, sub-contracting as 

an interim measure. aemuneration for these cateaories is ver,y low when compared 

rlth the average, though the turnover is very high (see houaebuilding and luxury 

products - examples no 3 a no 4) 

313 Those which practise partial manpower planning 

Here there is no precise preliminary forecast of the quantitative and 

qualita~ive needs, but there is an initiative approach (through departmental or 

professional categories) that approximates to the quantitative and qualitative 

trends. 

It is thus from the starting point of non-quantified general aims that 

particular recruitment and/or training policies can be derived. 

One of the limiting aspects of this manpower planning policy is that during 

certain periods it leads to the exclusive use of external recruitment with a 

view to acqu:l ring new skills. The possibility of acquiring these skills through 
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in-house personnel traininc is therefore excluded • 

With regards to traini.ng )l there ar~ br<n poasibil ties: trying to look at all 

.:f.ac·etta of the category together, or allocatins a larger proportion of the 

training budget to developing the skills of certain individuals who are 

considered as being the key personnel of the future. This manpower planning 

method appreximates to 'blow by' blow'. The innate long-term advantages of these 

practices are more difficult to appreciate :than in the comprehensive form of 

manpower planning. In general, these practices only allow companies to avoid the 

problems of quantitative aJld qualitative non development of their employees 

which in time would emerge more dramatically: it only avoids the issues by 

postponing their emercence. 

3.2 Examples of applications of manpower planniDf 

Case No 1 Comprehensive·Management 

The Business 

Type of activit,y: large-scale printing (catalogues, periodicals) Origin: it had 

belonged to a printing group which dissolved due to financial difficulties. The 

termination of the group's activities in 1 c:n5/77 was accompanied by significant 

and far-reaching company upheavals. Only' one part of the old compaey" was taken 

o_yer· by the preseu.t~ group's ownership •. lumber of eapl~ in .. the new·· comp81'17't"· 

at the beginning 800 people - today 6'7· 

------ ..... 

Problems faced by the.new company 
.: 

- Becain an acceptable level of productivit7 and the confidence of customers 

-· Facrup to radical t-chnolocical oh~ neceeaitating""sign±ficattt· investment 
.... ' ~ .J, ... ,, ' t, ~ ·-~""'" .rj.l;·.. . '"'\.., ....... -;, "'-~ 't" : ••• ~ ; ~~ ... ~ t!. '. -~ •. )t."'t _, ' ' ,,1,. • \ 

(85 million francs) . 

The first problem was dealt with b,y a restructurine of activities, involving a 

resrouping of previously decentralised establishments. The second problem 

involved defining a '-year manpower plan and taking the necessary measures (in 

terms of men and procedures) to effect its reali:sa tion. The compaey set up its 

own personnel department, comprising, besides a skilled personnel manager (well 

qualified and with experience of personnel work), someone in charge of training 

management. The operation of the liiB.llpower plan was entrusted to the personnel 

department which, among other things, is in charge of admiDistrative management 

and relations with the parent companies. 
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Characteristics of Technological Changes 

They reside: • 

- i:J. the change in the manufacturing process, in particular leading to a radical 

u~a~aval in techniques of preparation (photo oompoeition) and the disappearance ~ 

or certain services in upstream production. 

- in the forced automation of different processes (preparation, production -

distribution) 

Their consequences are: 

- the total renewal of the machine ahop and the reduct.ion in the number of 

machines 

- the reduction in the total number of jobs 

- the replacement of certain jobs b.1 completely new ones in terms of function. 

Example: the increased importance of specialised maintenance jobs (electronics) 

which can no loll8er be entrusted to non-qualified staff or left to staff to do 

themselves. Increase in the number of supervisory and control poets 

- the alteration in the company's structure - the complete disappearance·· of 

certain departments. 

Special circumstances 

On the question of heavy investment it was not possible to make gradual changes 

of personnel as machines were being renewed, for each renewal was en bloc and 

the new material and manufacturing process had to be adapted overnight. The 

problem was thus to prepare all employees to assume their new functions, when 

the· moment came, and from then on to continue to ensure production with 

traditional equipment which demands different needs in terms of personnel. 

Procedure 

Using the given calculations derived from an in-depth knowledge of condi tiona 

and functioning of the new manufacturing procedure and the new structures put in 

place the company is concerned with:-

- drawing up an inventory of necessary posts (in number and qualification) and 

defining the requirements of each of the listed jobs. 

- to work towards a systematic evaluation of staff potential with the 

participation of trained personnel who were asked the question: what can a 

person do in addition to his normal responsibilities? This evaluation was 

completed by setting up a system of appraisal; comprising an interview with the 

interested parties. 
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- in the case of each post, to match up possible internal candidates with the 

necessary complementary training 

- to define a policy based on external recruitment in those cases where there \s 

no ~uitable internal candidate 
l 

- to define a training policy OO..prising a number ot collective actions, Staff 

were told of the nature and objective of these trai.o.iDg procedures in the· hope 

that they would volunteer. for them. 

Results 

From the outset, staff representatives were to·ld of the complete plan, of its 

different phases and the anticipated means of realieac, them. 

To face up to the initial over-staffing due to the closures of the decentralised 

establishments and the quest for higher productivity,·. the compaz1Y can count on 

the fact that large percentage of the employees are over 56_ years of age.· The 

anticipated termination of activity involving nearly 60 people had been possible 

in the first year that the plan had been p1t into operation, within the 

framework of tbe national employment fund. This agreement also provided 

assistance for the retraining of staff. 

l!'or. tQ.·.r ~.1 the eva.l.u.ation. and. training of po.tential candidates paid for

i taelf by the increase in internal mobility that characterised each year: 20 

promotions, 15 internal moves without promotion. It permitted the firm to define 

more precisely the~ extent to which personnel shortages put at risk certain 

specialities and to adjust the annual _ recrui taent plan accordingly - :5 people 

were~-· recruited in 1980'·'-- 9· in· 1'981. 

Since 1980, the percentage of the salaried workforce!. 8' time devoted to training 

increased by 1 .6% in 198:5, at the same time as the lllOdernisation plan is to come 

on stream and the new equipment arrive, there will. be· some overstaffing. These 

will be almost entirely reabsorbed by the retirement of these people aged 56· 

years or more. (There bas not been any such retirements during the past three 

years). By not replacing nat·Lx-al departures (20 a year on average) 

(resignations, disablements - the u~sbanding of design personnel) in the interim 

period up to retirement, the problem of overstaffing will be solved. 



Case No 2 - Co~prehensive Management 

The ComP!& 

~-

A p ~vincial financial eatabliahment, collecting private savinss, essentially 

f.rou source, through the expedient of thirt,y agencies. It is located in.a· town 

near the outskirts of greater Paris (40 km from Paris). In 1980, it employed 

1816 people, with an averase of 3 people per ~ency. 

The problem faced by the company 

- A market study has highlighted that the company's rate of market penetration 

is not very significant given that it is in a service ~dus t17 undergoing 

vigorous expansion 

- a development plan was established in 1980. It comprised:-

- the creation of new client services (promisaor,y notes and cheque 

accounts) 

- the opening of 20 new offices within three Je&rs 

- thS growth of information facilities 

The characteristics of Change 

In this branch of activity, personnel management is very regulated (the 

existence of ver,y detailed and advantageous collective agreements). There exist 

professional trainiDg schools (traditionally skills are acquired by passing 

through these schools. The enrolment for professional diplomas is voluntar,y and 

at the initiative of personnel)e As a consequence, external recruitment is only 

concerned with non-qualified people capable of acquiring these skills. There is 

little inter-company mobility. The average age of the employee is 29 years. 

Slight mobili t;y of the population. The creation of new offices suggests an 

increase in employment, IJOtably full professionals and trained personnel to 

manage the offices. In order to achieve the success as envisaged in the plan, 

the company has therefore to resolve a problem both quantitative and qualitative 

in nature. 

The procedure 

- to develop the all-round capabilities of the staff. To use the excess of 

administrative staff to encourage personnel to work their way from the bottom to 

the accountant in a commercial section 

- to develop an internal promotion policy to facilitate this transaction 

- starting from the precise knowledge of the quantitative needs and of their 

people in each agency, to determine whether, after training, they can hold down 
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the jobs created 

- to regulate external recruitment to the needs of the new branches opened, take 

into account training, first of all ensuring that the duration of employment is 

fixed prior to taking up employment. 

The results 

Over the course of the last two rears, 16% ot personnel took part in. a training 

course in each year. All the poets created 1~ 1980 and· 1981 had been filled by 

internal promotion. External recruitment increased to 18 people in 1980 and 25 

people in 1981 • No recourse was needed in the interi:m and there was a personnel 

team creating a multi-disciplinar.y body of staff. 

Case lo 3 Manpower planning in certain categories 

Regional public works company specialised in road. building and ci vi 1 

engineering. Permanent employees at 31/12/81 657 people of whom 120 are trained 

personnel and ~killed .people. 

Problems of the business 

In the majority of cases, contracts are obtained through a system of public 

tenders (price submissions). Amoq other thinss, activity is verr sensitive to 

economic fluctuations and to the investment policiea of the local community and 

of .. lArge-scal.ta...inve~, (the. state, Elect~ci.w de·· J'rance). 

Personnel policy and manpower plan 

The 120 trained and. skilled personnel who constitute the permanent structure 

·represent the genuine 'know-how' (technical· and site management). As a 

consequncs~~- for this ca. teg0T7 ther· comp&n:r·has· .. deft'1oped· a· contin:genc,.·• manpower 
;- . -.. ,, . " :- . ; "-: .,.._, ' 

plan based on maintainillg the· structure's potential·· In· order· to do this, it 

evaluates potential (based on objectives) and individual or collective 

development plans (communal training schemes according to type: site 

supervision, accountancy, knowledge of new construction techniques etc). In 

1981, in spi ta of a very unfavourable climate, the company hired trained 

personnel. Among other things, there was a definite need for the installation of 

telephone equipment so it create{ and developed a team of workers skilled in 

telephone engineering (40 people) 

Training budget: 1 .1 %, but utlises to the maximum the free training courses 

provided by training schemes organised by the Federation of Construction 

Industries. When the construction of a nuclear power plant in the region was 

halted in August 1981, the company had to run down the jobs of 35 workers at the 
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end of the tllrd quarter 1 981 am lay off 50 other skilled and semi-skilled 

vorkera. 

£!!~-t !io 4 Manpower Planning in certain categories 

Th.iE comp~ manufactures articles of jewellery gold plate and a range of 

l·wxury leather products. It designs the articles itself and makes them abroad or 

under sub contracts. It sells them through its own boutiques or through licence 

- holders. Exports account for 70% o~ the total turnover. It employs 390 people 

split between several establishments. 

Its problem 

It has had. to innovate continually and manufacture high quality articles that 

are in keeping with the company's market image. It has to make use of a wide 

range of technical skills. It bas bad to build up and maintain a distribution 

network adapted to the type of product. There are limited promotion prospects 

for the staff carrying out many of the functions (administrative, salesmen, 

store keepers, after-sales services). The creativity and technical skills which 

comprise the firm's know-how cannot be learnt through experience, either on the 

job or throush training. 

Personnel policy and its manpower plan 

Personnel management is very decentralised. The people in charge in the profit 

centres themselves ensure that the employees are managed within the fixed 

framework as laid down in the official budget (i.e. in terms of cost and the 

numbers employed). They themselves, recruit directly and training is undertaken 

on the initiative of staff. They practice a low salary policy. For the trained 

personnel, on the other hand, ma.nage.ment is centralised and the object of a 

clearly defined policy:-

- estimates of recruitment necessary to acquire innovative sld.lls and valued 

techniques (micro-electronics etc.). It practices a policy of high salaries. 

- the development of all aspects of training schemes to develop the potential of 

and to motivate the trained personnel. 

Results 

At the employee level in 1 980: -

- 6 posts filled by internal promotion 

- 4 posts filled by movements without promotion 

- 60 recruitments (turnover 23%) 

At the level of trained personnel: 

- 10 recruitments 
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- 5 dismissals for economic reaaona (the posts no longer exist) 

Trend 

.Ma:rket difficulties , the Darroving of margins lead to the need to find wa~ s of 

cutting costs and of setting up a manpower plan to increase staff loyalty. In 

order to do this, they hired a personnel manager whose_ objective was to set up a 

centralised- pereoxmel management system, carr.r out recruitment and work out 

training plans. 

Case No 5 Partial Manpower Planning 

The business specialises in road transport includil:lc three main types of 

activity: parcel delivery, freight and removals. It comprises several regional 

agencies and expects to open two fUrther ones. Total employment on.31st December 

1 981 was 308 people of whom 1 3 were trained p~rsonnel and 41 skilled workers • 

There are a few different professional categories (essentially drivers, 

mechanics· and warehousemen). 

The problem of the business 

It is not possible to have precise cargo plans in advance. Onl7 'parcel 

delivery', which is carried out through regular pick-up rounds, permits a prior 

knowledge of the necessary numbers to employ. "Freighting'• on the other hand, 

requires a.lmo.st dail7 assignments. Tha.. lorry leaves when it· has a sufficient·· 

load and only when a full return load is assured. 'Removals' is a seasonal and 

very fluctuatill& activity. The business must therefore face up to these large 

variations in its employment ·requirements which may affect one or all of' its 

activities. Its desire to open new agencies, for which the number of' employees 

has· been forecast-- both in quanti-ty· and· qualitr puts·" the companr under·· obligation

to forecast transfers, but staff mobilit,r is slight. 

Personnel policy and its manpower plan 

- To reduce to the maximum extent the number ot workers ensaged in seasonal or 

fluctuating cargo plans and, in times· of increased cargo activity, to use 

surplus labour from other activities, or to make use of fixed-term contracts. 

- In order to facilitate inter-ac~ivit.y mobility, to develop a multi-disciplined 

labour force through successive assignments to different jobs and through 

professional training (drivers, mechanics). 

- Pay special attention to certain people who, following training, will benefit 

from promotion and who will accept their transfer into the new agencies as and 

when they are set up. 

- It is the person responsible for the administration of personnel management 
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who co-ordinates aeeigDJilenta. Ma.Dapment aalas him to provide them with an 

appreciation of the potential of individual a, his opinion of possible 

.assignments and the possible training schemes. 

~!'1.!!. 
In ~ 981 

- 5 promotions 

- 1 2 transfers without promotion 

- 188 personnel changes of which 25 reaul ted from the departure of fixed-term 

contracts. 

Tra1 n; ng plan: 2.2% of the sal&r7 budget. 
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C~ER 4 • COICLUSIOIS AND RECOMMEIDA~IOBS 

~1 ·The reasons for the lack of develop~nt of man})2wer planni~ in the PMEs 

'The study o£ the practice~, of small and mediU,Jil•aized businesses as regards to 

lll8l1pover pl•nn1ng, highlights the fact that thie form of management, such as it 

is defined · in the preface to our stud,-, bas been 1i ttle developed by' these 

companies. Among the reasons for this lack of. development, we can cite:-

1. The difficulty experienced by the small and ~diwn - sized companie's in 

making their economic forecasts sufficientlY accurate and viable. 

2. The management and employees of these companies are convinced that an 

effective manpower planning. policy em only be attained with the backing of a 

·reliable economic forecast. lievertheless, the enquiry has enabled us to 

ascertain that in all the small and medium-sized concerns· ·which have set ·up a 
·,, 

comprehensive manpower planning policy, the economic forecast has not been the 

on~ criteria for the existence and· development of this kind of management. In 
these firms, the dete~t factors have been the desire and ability to compile 

a study of the company in terms of its strengths a1ld weaknesses in relation to 

the profession, the competition and, above all, technological developments. 

~ower planning ~pose~tthe existence of a w&ll-iafined.company policy. This 

is a condition that vas not fulf:illed in many of the companies which were 

consulted. 

3. To a large extent, the lack of development of manpower planning in small and 

medium~aized companier can'"' bev &Epiain'ed · in· terJd"" ot· the m·anagem·en't and 
! ;-- ~ Ill " ' '• • ' •' '"f, \1' ~ I ';'&I • 

organisational me·thodtt· used by these companies·• The thoughts and aims of those 

responsible for these companies are centred on:~' production, trading and fin~ce 

and they rarely give a thought to analysing how the company functions or how 

chan.ges could be made. Even if theee managers explain that technological changes 

will mean capital for the maintenance and development of their company, they 

will still remain vulnerable because of the expectation that these developments 

would lead to specific changes ~r: the company. When it comes to management 

methods, most managers have few ide:.~ or systematic techniques at their disposal 

(witness the family origins of some companies, or the university or college 

backgrounds which do little to develop the awareness or the teaching of these 

methods). 

4. The concept of personnel management remains archaic and strongly influenced 
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by traditional values, juxtaposi~~g man/work, salary/employer. It is very rare 

that companies suoceed in effectively and harmoniously integrating a personnel 

.polic;y into their general policy framework. The interdependence of the economy 

a.llD the company is not recoCJlised: the company remains to a great extent 

~de,l}f ndent on the economy, whereu it i.e vi tal tor manpower plazminc to be based 

CA ·;he notion that the coap&n7· 1a at one and the eau tiae, a cause aa much u 

an effect of the economy. It should be stressed that present legislative trends 

in lrance tend to reinforce this 8J 11 t and confirm the prejudices of companies. 

5. The lack of a clearly defined personnel function effected by a specialist 

administrator in the organisation encourages the small and medium-sized 

companies to continue in their ad-hoc approach to management. In companies with 

less than 500 people the personnel function 18 diffUse and assumed (in so far as 

it applies to administrative and lecal aspects) by other functions (particularly 

finance) to ·whom:·· it· is a sideline and whose ma.1n aim is solely cost control. In 

those companies practising a more eophiatica ted· fora ot manpower· plann; D8 we 

have, on the contrar.y, always met well-qualified personnel, specialists in their 

function, with communication skills and a capacit,y tor abstract ideas. These men 

are well versed in the techniques of manpower planning methods (belonging to 

associations, recycling etc.) 

6. The attitudes of management and trained personnel in small and medium-sized 

companies with regards to the necesaar,r quantitative aspects of personnel within 

the business also tend to retard the_ de~~~o_p~~~~ of a. comprehensive manpower 

plan ~ these companies. In these businesses the evaluation of the potential of 

the ex is tine human resources meets with psychological barriers. The 

establishment of formal means (definition of function, systematic analysis of 

performances) is perceived as an obstacle to direct communications which exist 

naturally according to the size of the companies. The recourse is rejected. since 

it is thought to create a barrier among individuals. At the same time, as 

recards to training, the analysis of requirements is not imagined (for the same 

psychological reasons) as being a rational, oomprehensi ve and realised course 

for aiding the support staff in the function of the company's needs. 

7. Staff representatives do not actively participate in the management of 

employees: this remains the concern of management. They are informed of its 

consequences but do not make a contribution to the determination of the terms 

and conditions of employees. This attitude is understandable firstly because of 

the fact that most unions wish to protect their bargaining position vis-a-vis 

management and secondly from the point of view of unemployment which leads then 
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to focus their attention on the question of guaranteed employment. 

4.2 Propoe:i,tions for the promotion of manpower_ planning in_~ the PME 

·:F:rmn the conclusions of the study, we can formulate the following 

recommendations regarding the small and medium-sized companies. 

All action -look:ins to the promotion of manpower planning in small and 

medium-sized companies, must take account of.the general lack of development of 

manasement methods in these companies and seek to increase the level of 

management in them. It doesn • t appear to be possible to speak of manpower 

planning if the management concerned is ~ot in a position to integrate personnel 

management in the company's overall policy and to ·grasp the relationship of 

cause aDd effect which exists between manpower planning and the planning 

process • In the second place , it is necessaey to provide management and the 

skilled personnel in these companies with the means of analysis, then of action 

which will perm.i t them to define and to estabiish a manpower· plan compatible 

with the position and the objectives of their company._ 

421 Measures to affect attitudes and capacities 

Increase in the potential of those responsible for management in the PMEs • 

Through the means of information and training schemes made available through 

state.. orsanisations, private ar· professional, to de¥eioy the skills of business .. 

leaders and trained management in the methods of analysis of their company's 

position. In order to do this they need to acquire the technical knowledge and 

develop their capacity to conceptualise, decide and work out plans for 

development 8.lld for improvement without wai ti%28 tor a pronounced decline in 

theirv ai tua tion. 

Increase in the potential of intermediate grades 

Trained personnel in small alld medium-sized companies should be offered the 

means to acquire a knowledge of modern methods of manpower planning. These 

trained personnel, too often concerned with day-to-day routine and the 

"survival" of their business, abandon this type of improvement because it 

doesn't seem immediately useful t' them and is not demanded by the management· 

To instil throughout the organisat.1on a more intellisible concept of manpower 

planning by those interested parties and removing the obstacles encountered (the 

belief in a similar economic forecast which Will permit the definition, the 

establishment and the pursuit of a manpower planning policy, removing 

psychological resistance to the quantificatioa of human resources). 
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The developme~t of a more forward-looking attitude on the part of management and 

trained personnel, notably in the field of technological change. In this regard, 

employers, organisations and professional unions mua t play a leadiDg role. It 

~.es:ta w1 th the curioei ty' and imasination with which the,- follow the effects of 

tec.ioo.ological change in their profession, the repercussions on employment in 

teXTV3 of qualification, training, remuneration, structure and organisation 

within the company and not only in terms of' figures and production. 

To encourage small and medium-sized companies to develop a structured personnel 
; 
function entrusted to specialists capable of managing human resources rather 

than someone whose sole fUnction is the administration of payment. To face up to 

the operation of the addi tio:nal costs incurred in supportil'l8 the creation of 

such a function, it is perhaps useful to develop inter-company services for 

human resources managem~nt, either with identical professional activities at the 

centre, or at the level of employment reservoirs. 

422 Measures to effect the means of management 

The receptiveness of small and medium-sized companies to manpower planning and 

the measures to effect an i.mprovema.n:t will be brought about by makirlg avails. ble 

the necessary tools that 1r'"ill enable tlie coialpany to define and to establish a 

manpower plan.. These tools are seen a.e enabling PMEs to use, without their 

recourse to specialists whom they cannot support because of costa, the essential 

techniqll.OO ·of personnel man.ageme:a.t and manpower planning. Among these tools: 

The methods to !tl!ike a com.nzoehensi ve itiJudz: n of the ~~mpanz that will parmi t a 

revie.r of the streugtbs and weaknesses of the different ~spacts of its 

management m~d its policies~ to locate where to find its challange and to think 

up waya tjf overcoming ito 

The controls used b-y the ;personnel function.. The use of e. range of controls by 

the personnel function is li ttla developed among the amall and madiu.:m-eized 

companies (viz the difficulty in ob tai.uing requas ted fig-area) • If they exist, 

they are composed of ratios and incompati-ble indicetors. The compulsory 

provision of a balance sheet has not been extended to the idea of systematically 

collecting data on personnel. 

The controls composed o:f indicators and significant ratios for these companies 

would help top management in small and medium-sized companies to acquire the 

habit of taking an interest in personnel data• They would develop their capacity 

to asaocia te person.nel man.agement with economic and technical management of the 



company. 

This diffusion would have to be accompanied by a strict defini tio.n of th~ 

~l~ents used in working out the ratios and indicators as well as an explanation 

of thetr predictive value and some training to ahow the type of analysis that 

they would allow. 

Focussing on a method of diagnosis in the field of qualification and 

remuneration of employees with regards· to foreseeable trends 

Here, the role of profeasiQnal uniona is dominant. Complementing the aids to 

which they can lead, with respect to the awareness of technological chanse in 

their particular branch of activity (see 4.2 - 1.4), it would be their 

responsibility to provide models for forecasting qualification which would be 

able to serve as a reference for the manpower plan. !hey will provide the bases 

on which companies could launch their manpower plan giving them the objectives 

to be attained in the short, medi.um· ·and:' lone term. 

These modele would permit an activity or a product line to be defined (for 

different types of turnover) and indicate the methods, techniques and machines 

that will be necessary to put them into operation. Following on from this will 

be an evaluation of the types and numbers of necessary employees, their 

qual,i..t.1cccttons and remun~rati.oa 4lil ull. .. u axa... e.val~D,. of emplo;yees before 

their departure. 

The simplified techniques used in job evaluation and job description 

Job evaluation and job description are presently not very wides·pread. The;y would 

provide· an:. indiap8l18:Lb1e baae··"t. to,. forllr~.- an obj eot·i v&• evaluation of performances 

and staff potential. Among other things, they would be a trump card when it 

comes· to making a diagnosis of the company' s pr.o:bleme:•-

Flexible methods of regular evaluation (every 2 years) of human resources 

easil7 usable by the hierarchy and acceptable by personnel. They could consist 

of, for example, usi.ng grids for each level and type of job within the 

profession. When filled out join:.~y by the hierarchy and the interested parties 

they would permit the collectio. of what each person knows about his own 

particular task' the skills that h& has, but doe an' t use, what he can do and 

what he would like to do. 

Pre-determined training schemes enabline: the gradual acquisition of the 

necessary skills and the preparation for the essential re-training within 
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di:f'fE)rent categories charact~ristic of the profession. Beginning with their 

knowledge of technological and structural changes the organisations and 

.professional unions could develop such programmes. They would compensate for the 

lal~k. of forecasting capacity in the company vi th regards to employment trends 

~ would facilitate an analysis of the ver,y real training needs. These training 

~:','Olrammes would be guides to the evolution of qualifications for each level and 

type of job·or function. They would avoid scattered and wasted training schemes 

and those instances where training i~ not sufticiently complete to be effective. 

They will set up logical stasing posts that lead towards a new given 

qualification and would assure a re£Ular progression of recycling, retraining 

and improvement. Each staging post would correspond to a new awareness and 

degree of professional qualification :f'rom which it would be possible to 

orientate the potential of the interested parties to the needs of the company. 
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1. IBTRODUCTIOH 

·DuTing the past few years the Directorate General for Social Affairs and 

Education (DGV) has increasingly occupied itself with questions of Employment 

Policy and Manpower i'lanningat the firm level as well' as their consequences on 

the labour market. In this context a series or conferences took place during the 

spring of 1981 with representatives of employers, trade..JJ.pions and employment 

agencies of the member countries of the EEC, during which the situation in the 
/ . 

individual countries was set forth and discussed (see EUREQUIP 1981) using the 

results of researchers and reports of experts. 

It was shown that, on the one hand, the results ot such available national 

studies can only be compared to one another in a very limited fashion, and, on 

the other hand, that the research and expert reports mainly reflected the 

employment possibilities and problems of large enterprises. Hence, during the 

autumn of 1981, the DGV ordered an internationally comparative study of FLEM in 

small and medium-sized enterprises (up to max. 1000 employees) in France, Great 

Britain, Ireland and West Germany, which study is co-ordinated by the Institute 

of Manpower Studies (IMS) in Brighton, Great Britain, and the French section of 

which will be executed by CEGOS of Paris. 

We herewith present the results of the par~-study relating to the Federal 

Republic of Germany and Berlin (West). 

Generally speaking, this study has the character of a pilot study. Orderer and 

supplier are united in the view that the inte.~esting, que~tion, viz, to what 

extent small and medium-sized enterprises operate a forward-looking employment 

policy, as is already extensively used in 'large enterprises, has first· to be 

examined in a very limited number of enterprises of different sizes and sectors 

before, during a second phase, representative results can be provided by means 

of extensive research from a quantitative viewpoint. 

During the autumn and winter 19vi: the research groups taking part produced a 

suitable method of survey, which, after the execution of some 

Pre-Test-Interviews was mutually adjusted and (with the exception of a fet-1 

national peculiarities) extensively standardised in the three languages 

(English, French, German). Using this method, enterprise management and/or 

manpower management of, in each case, 25 to 30 different companies were 

interviewed. 



The co111PanY interview were carried out in the spring of 1982. In the majority of 

, cas-e.s the interviewees from the companies showed a great willingDess tr" 

. cou,operaite; for this co-operation as well as, in particular, f-or the often 

d:;,f.'ioult collation of the statistical information, we herewith expressly thank 

ull aontributors. We also thank the contributors of Agas, in particular our 

colleague a·Phlmmann, for encouragement and support during the survey work. 

MUnich, June 1982 The author 
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2. THE EXAMIHID COMPAHI!S 

Sin-ce, in relation to the size and extent of variation in the area of small and 

medium-sized companies, we could not aim for quantitiatve representativity of 

the research results, no detailed conditions were made for the selection of the 

companies. The only conditions made were that there should be the greatest 

possible variety in the fields and branches. of industry concerned, related to 

the companies of different sizes (measured by the number of employees, up to a 

max. of 1000 employees) as well as a regional distribution from the point of vew 

of the inclusion of different labour market situations. 

A .number of companies in different branches of industry and of different sizes 

were contacted, partly by means of particulars of companies in the Chambers, 

partly by means of other lists of addresses, in three areas, viz, the small town 

rural economic area south of Augsburg, the city of West Berlin as well as in the 

conurbation Munich and surroundings. They were requested either by telephone or 

in writing (in some cases having previously been sent the questionnaire) to take 

part in the research. (During the selection of the companies we did not aim 

towards the interesting criterion of a planning or forward-looking manpower and 

employment policy, so that the results from this aspect are random). 

Access to companies proved difficult to varying degrees, particularly for 

reasons of time. Due to this a systematic preparation of the field of research, 

using more extensive written information from the Chambers and confederations of 

employers and the aim of the research, was not possible and, due to the small 

number of compal}ia$ to b~_ interv:i.ew.~d, could h~~gly_ be. expressed. in a meaningful 

cost-r-eturn ratio. In the Augsburg and Munich areas after on average, 2-3 

contacts, a company interview could be carried out. In Berlin - apparently 

owing to the frequency of local company enquiries, 3-4 contacts had to be made 

before one was taken up, with 29 companies contacted in order to carry out 8 

interviews. 

Altogether, 27 company interviews were carried out, which took a minimum of 11 

and a maximum of 3-4 hours each. I:.. Berlin 8 .companies, (mostly medium-sized, 

having 100 to 200 employees) were researched into; in the Munich area we also 

researched into 8 companies, (mainly 300~00 employees) and finally in the 

Augsburg area 11 companies were researched into (the majority having less than 

100 employees). 
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Table 1: BMmohes or Induatr:y and Size or Coapanr 

Co~anies haYing •••• to ..... Bllplo7eea 

40-100 100-200' 200-,1000 40-1000 

Jhm')i..1r ot CoiiPau.iea 10 1 10 27 

N E N E N E N E 

Branches or Induatr,-

2 Manufacturing oomps. 

20/21 Chemical Industry 
Manufacture ot 1 100 1 592 2 346 
synthetic materials 

24 Steel , light metal 
machiners and vehicle 2 85 2 138 1 315 5 152 
industry 

25 Electrical 
Engineersing Ind. 1 96 1 96 

26 Wood and paper 
processing and 1 80 2 111 3 101 
printers 

27 Leather processing, 
textile and clothing 3 56· 2 316 5 485 
industry 

28/29 Food and luxury goods 1 90 . - 3 "25 4 341 

3 Construoture industry 80 1 80 

4 Trade 2 681 2 681 

5 Traffic 1 308 1 308 

7 Services 1 178 2 436 3 350 

TOTAL 10 79 1 142 10 472 27 241 

1/ N = Number of companies 

E = Average number ot Empl~yees per company 
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a) Branches o~ Industry and size ot Coapanies 

More than two thirds, viz, 20 out of 27 companies~ are manufacturing companies, 

or which 9 out of 10 companies have between 100 and 200 employees. Above all, 

the machinery and vehicle manufacturing as well as the leather, textile and 

clothing companies of which there were 5 each, play an important role within the 

manufacturing companies; 4 further companies· (among which are 3 of the large 

ones) are food and· luxury goods companies, 3 are wood and paper manufacturing 

companies or printing companies. The chemical industry and synthetic materials 

processing industry are represented by 2 companies, the electrical engineering 

industry is represented by one company. 

Apart from the martutacturing industries, 3 companies belong to the services 

sector, 2 to the trade sector and one each to the construction and to the 

traffic sector. (See Table 1 ) • Altogether, ~ these 27 companies had 6, 500 

employees at the beginning of 1982; the smallest company had 40 employees, the 

largest had 920. In the smaller companies the average number of employees is 79 

per company; in the medium-sized companies 142, and in the larger companies 472. 

b) Legal Form, Sta tua, Age 

With the exception of an inland harbour and w~ehouse company belonging to the 

public sector, the study is concerned exclusively with private sector companies. 

Most of them operate as Limited Liability Companies (GmbH) ( 12) or as Limited 

Company and Limited Partnership (GmbH und Co KG) (8), 4 companies are Limited 

Stock Corporations (KG: 3, KGaA: 1); fi:n~ly ther..,.e~. are't ~wo one-man businesses. 

Almost half the companies were founded before the 2nd World War, ot which 5 were 

even before 1900. The time of founding or the 2nd half or the companies, founded 

after the 2nd World War, is mostly in the 1950's and 1960's; only 5 companies 

have existed tor less than 5 years in their present legal form, of these four 

had been in existence for decade9 as precursor companies. Thus, there were 

hardly any newly-founded firms cuuor~6St the relevant companies; most companies 
already had a decade of tradition t-.:. :.ook back upon. 

When the status of the companies is examined, then only one company (a printing 

firm of medium size) is an independent branch establishment; altogether 14 

companies (7 smaller, 5 medium and 2 larger ones) are companies without branch 

establishments in the remaining twelve oases the examination took place in the 
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Head Office of a company having branch establishments. In 8 oases these are 

larger oompanie:$ (together with 3 small companies and one medium sized company) ; 

the number of branch establishments oscillates between one and 100; apart from 

tlre .. c-a·se where a company has an extensive network of largely independent 

·brat\c~as,. tbese branches are inoluded in the research. 

c) Manpower Structure 

As already mentioned, these 27 companies had a total or 6,500 employees at the 

beginning or 1982, three quarters ot these being. employed by the 1 0 larger 

companies baving at least 200 employees, approximately 15S by the medium sized 

companies and 12' by the small companies. (Table 2). 

The employees are, for the greater part, permanently employed with an unlimited 

contract of employment; only 4J were employees with a limited contract of 

employment or- were employed on a contractual basis (without exception in the 

larger companies); altogether only 10 (= 0.15') employees were temporarily 

employed (in one or the larger companies). More than 4/5ths or the employees 

worked full-time, 13% worked part-time. Almost without exception all part-time 

employees are women; the main occupation of these women is sales in the had 

office or branches of the larger companies; apart rro. tbia a few adminiatrative 

positions are occupied by part-time employees. 
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Table 2 Manpower Struct'Ul:'e 

Companies with . o. to ••• employees 

4o-100 100-200 200-1000 
Number of C~a.nies 10 ~1 10 

r- riM, F = Femal.e M =- Male F M F/M F M IlM F M 

Employees as of 2. 1. 82 
(absolute) 
Of whom (in %) there were: 257 528 785 489 455 944 2400 2377 4777 

- permanently full-time 
employees (including 
&J;>prentices) 27 67 94 44 48 92' 32 47 79 

- :pe rma.nen tly employed 
part-time employees 6 0 6 8 0 8 15 0 15 

- temporary - - - - - - - 0 0 

-- employees having a 
limited contract of 
employment or working 
on contractual basis - - - - - - 3 2 5 

Total 33 67 100 52 48 100 50 49 99 

Of' the perma.nentJ.y 
employed there were: 

- German 21 56 77 41 42 83 48 45 93 - Foreign 12 11 23 11 6' 17 2 4 6 

- workers on. wages 22 47 69 37 34 70 13 19 32 
- saJ.aried employees 10 14 24 13 14 27 35 29 64 
- industrial apprentices· 1 5 6 0 2 2 0 1 1 

- non-industrial 
apprentices 1 1 2 1 0 1 2 , 3 

Of the- workers on wages 
there were (in %) 

- skilled workers 1 L.3 44 1 25 26 1 35 36 
- semi skilled workers 21 ~ -r"') 33 33 10 43 31 18 49 . ...._ 

- non skilled workers 10 "!"':' ! 23 18 13 30 ..,I 7 14 l_, ) 
I I 

! 

Of' the sal.aried manpower 
there were (in %) I 

I 

- Extra contractual i 

salaried/higher level i 

employees 16 6 
.. 

3 19 12 18 3 i 10 13 
- other white collar 

employees 38 43 81 

I 
43 39 82 51 36 87 

F 

3146 

33 

13 
-

2 

48 

43 
5 

17 
28 
0 

2 

1 
30 
11 

3 

50 

TotaJ. 
Companies 

M F/M 

3359: 6505 

50 83 

0 13 
0 0 

2 4 

52 100 

46 89 
6 11 

25 42 
25 54 
2 2 

1 2 

34 35 
15 45 
10 20 

10 14 

37 86 
l 
I 

I 
! 
I 
l 
i 

-
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The small oompa.aies employ about one third wom.en two thirds men. The ratios in 

the individual companies are different: whilst in the 3 companies manufa.cturing 

leat··u:r goods, textiles and clothing more than three quarters of the employees 

are ' omen and in the synthetics company the number of mle and female employees 

1s i."'C aghl.y equal,_ the remaining companies in machinery construction, electrical 

engin~ering, pape~ processing, the beverage industry and the building industry 

mainly employ men (in. most oases ove ra- JJOJ) • 

./ 
In the 7 medium-sized OOIIPanies there is a slight preponderance or female 

employees ( 52J) here also the ratio differs with individual companies. Three 

quarters or the employees of the two construction companies are men, in two 

companies processing wood and paper 6 out or 10 employees are men, whilst in two 

companies 1n the textile and clothing industry and in one services company 

(laundry) 7 out of 1 0 employees are women. 

In the larger enterprises the number of male and female employees were equal·on 

average, although here again different situations are typical for individual 

companies: Thus, a machinery and vehicle construction company only has 

approximately 7% female employees, in the public harbour company only 16J of the 

employees are women, on the other hand the ratio is almost equal in a medical 

supplies company and in three companies in the food and luxury goods industries, 

and in the trade companies 7 out or 1 0 employee~ are women. 

The employment of foreigners is altogether approximately 11% in the examined 

companies, the number or foreign male employees was slightly higher than the 

number of female employees. The proportion of foreign employees descreases with 

the size of the company: whilst in the small companies almost a quarter of· the 

employees are foreign, in medium-sized companies the number drops to 17% and in 

the larger companies it drops to 6%. The quota of foreign employees also varies 

greatly between the individual companies: The one extreme is the largest 

company, which is a wholesale and supply company and has only 1 • 3% foreign 

employees, whilst the other extreme is a small company in the synthetic 

materials industry which employs up to 90~ foreign employees. In the case of 

more than half of the companies, the quota or foreign employees is clearly below 

10~, in four companies of the processing industry the quota lies between 10 and 

25J, in four further companies (textile and clothing industry, printer, laundry) 

the quota is about one third of employees. 

If the employees are subdivided according to status, viz, into skilled workers, 

/ 

I 

I 
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salaried employees and apprentices, then different manpower structures also 

become obvious. The differentiations between trades and the ditf'erent job 

structures associated with this also show. In the small and medium.,.sized 

companies, where manufacturing companies are in the majority, on an average 7 

out of 10 employees receive wages and only about a quarter are salaried workers. 

In the larger companies, on the other hand, where the tertiary sector plays a 

m.ore important role (both in as much as tour companies are in the trade or the 

services sector, and that companies in the rood and luxury goods industry have a 

network of retail branches) there are almost double the number of salaried 

employees compared to blue collar workers. 

'!be apprentice quota is particularly high (on average 8~) in the small 

~ompanies, where, in particular in the production sector, young men are trained 

to become skilled workers, and a few girls are also. placed in industrial or 

non-industrial (sales etc) apprenticeships. Whilst the apprentice quota in the 

small companies lies at just SJ, in the medium-sized companies the level drops 

to below 3~ and in the larger companies it is under 4J. In the medium sized 

companies male apprentices in industrial jobs are most important, in larger 

companies on the other hand it is mostly girls in commercial apprenticeships. 

The varying number of different qualification groups of workers corresponds to 

the varyi~ importanc~ of· apprenticeships in employment ratios. In the smaller 

companies male, skilled workers clearly domina1;e ·(43~); the next group is less 

than half as large, this being semi-skilled women (21%); male (13~) and female 

(10~) unskilled worker~ and male semi-skilled workers {12%) are of similar size. 

Women are very rarely employed as skilled workers. 

As mentioned· above7· in th"e · larger"· companies, worker·s~ orl the whole are less 

significant; almost half of' them'· are semi-skilled, women are almost twice as 

numerous as men. More than a third of the manpower is skilled workers, also 

almost" exclusively men; the proportion or unskilled workers plays a 

comparatively small role with a total of 15J. 

It is remarkable that, even if' the number ot industrial apprentices is not 

related to the total number of em~ 1yees, but only to the number of skilled 

workers, the training quota in the small companies is almost twice as high as in 

the medium sized and larger companies. This can be partially explained by the 

fact that in the larger companies the number of skilled workers shows a 

technically inhomogeneous structure, whioh makes the organisation of' the 

relevant apprenticeship schedules more difficult, if not partially impossible. 
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(Thus, a brl3ad faatory, although it e!IPloys a number of trained bakers, cannot 

train people in this trade, since not all the processes to be learnt are 

practised in this company) • 

In t1e ease of salaried manpower disoriminatina recording of the qualification 

st.rut;ture had to be waived, in ,~order not to overload the research system. A 

· distinction is maJe solely between extra contractual salaried employees (AT) who 

are paid outside or above the going .. x.~te or so called "higher level manpower", 

86J were other salaried ~oyees, which include both skilled workers in t~de, 

in services or representatives of industrial companies, as well as semi-skilled 

manpower (such as sales personnel) • 

In all the classes of company size far more ( 2 to 5 times as many) men than 

women are amongst the higher salaried employees in the oase of other white 

oollar manpower there are, on the other hand, more women in the medium - size 

and larger companies; in small firms which are mainly manufacturing companies , 

there are again mor.e men. The largest single group is made up by the (mostly 

female) sales personnel in the larger companies. 

3. MAHET AHD DEVELOPMBRT· 

In the following, the market situation of these· oompanies as well as the 

development of turnover and employment during. recent years, will be outlined 

briefly. 

a) Products and Cuatoaers 

Almost half the companies offer several products or services; surprisingly this 

is the case for most of the smaller companies; they are however a minority in 

the case or medium-sized and larger companies. Almost equally large is the 

number of companies which offer variations of a certain product or a certain 

service; this applies to the majority of the larger companies (examples are for 

instance the manufacture of cigarettes, cigars and tobacco by one company or 

laundry and chemical dry cleaning by another). A small company (Manufacturer or 

watch straps, albeit of different sizes) and a large company (publication of a 

daily newspaper) concentrate on one product. 

Most companies work for a number of national clients, at times with a strong 

regional concentration (such as in the case ot the laundry, the bread factory 

and also the daily newspaper) • One of the larger companies deals exclusively 
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with one customer (ooffee roasting oompany), in one small company (textile 

finishing company) one customer dominates a few other customerss Nine companies 

also deal with the European market besides the domestic market and three also 

suppQ.y outside Europe ( 2 machinery construction companies, 1 embroidery 

company). To a lesser extent a few other companies also have foreign customers, 

partially through indirect exports, for instance the daily newspaper or a 

textile oompany .• 

Seven of the larger, 3 medium - size and 4 small companies, have no exports or 

no noticeable export quotas - altogether over half or the examined companies: In 

the remaining companies the dependence on the foreign market varies greatly: 2 

of the smaller companies and 2 medium sized ones each hava export quotas up to 

10~, 4 smaller companies and one larger one have export quotas between 10% and 

25%, one medit.ID - sized textile manufacturing company and one machinery 

construction company have an export quota between 25 and 50%, the export quotas 

for the tQbacoo company lies between 60 and 80J. 



Table 3 Products and Market Outlets 

Total. number of Co's 

'!he ==cLipJJnY offers: (choices) 
e _, i ngle pro duct Is ingle 
s ~1 .. -vice 
var lations of a product/ 
a service 
several products/services 

The market outlet situation is 
shaped by: (multiple choice) 

a single customer 
a major customer with a 
few other customers 

. a number of domestic 
customers 
customers in Europe an 
countries 
customers outside Europe 

Exports: 

- no exports /or indirect 
exports only 

- export contribution to 
the turnover in 1981 
- up to under 10% 
- 10% to under 25% 
- 25% to 1.mder 50% 
- 50% and higher 
Export quotas of the 
exporting companies 

Important advantages of the 
company over its competitors 
were seen as: (Multiple choice) 

the qualifications of the 
employees 
in the market situation itself 
in type, quality etc of the 
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Companies with .•• to ••• 
40-100 100-200 
10 7 

3 
6 

9 

4 
1 

4 

2 
4 

10.9% 

4 
3 

3 

2 

31.5% 

2 

products or services offered 5 2 
3 in production engineering 2 

in a traditionally strong 
position of the company on the 
market (for instance Grand name 
manufacturers ) 3 
special. system of distribution/ 
retail trade 
special production (of furniture) 
in ac co rdan ce with customer' s 
wishes 

- permanent core of established 

customers 
- no advantages 

6 

Employees 
200-1000 
10 

1 

5 
4 

8 

2 

7 

33.3% 

2 
1 

6 
1 

2 

All Companies 

27 

2 

12 
13 

24 

9 
3 

14 

4 
5 
2 
2 

22.4% 

4 

13 
6 

11 

./ 
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When asked if the company maintained a position ot monopoly in the particular 

market outlet, only a few paper-processing companies (packaging industry) 

claimed this to be the case and then only to a limited extent. Almost all 

companies find themselves opposed by a substantial competitor in their market 

outlets. 

Almost half the companies concerned see the· type and quality of the offered 

products or services as important advantages over their competitors; an almost 

equal number of companies see themselves as having a traditionally strong market 

position (partially limited to regional market outlets) - both producers and 

service companies, which have long been in existence, claim this to be so. Only 

six companies claim a particularly progressive or economical production 

engineering policy; these are two textile and two paper processing companies as 

well as the laundry and the inland harbour company. Four companies (the laundry, 

textile company, bread factory and paper processing company) saw the 

qualification or their own employees as advantageous; other reasons, such as the 

production in accordance with client specifications, a permanent clientele etc. 

were only mentioned sporadically. 

b) Market Developaent 

The development in market outlets during the l~st three years is mainly seen as 

being negative by the companies: six companies which determined strong shrinkage 

tendencies are contrasted by only one company which is active in a strongly 

expanding market. A further six companies spoke of weak shrinkage tendencies or 

a_ basic~lY. stable deyelopme~t, a further ei~h~ on the. other hand mention slight 

growth tendencies. A few companies have determined different development in 

several segments of the market. No consistent tendencies can be determined with 
reference to market development either relating to the company size or to number 

ot· branches, - apart from the fact that the development is not viewed 

particularly optimistically anywhere, with one exception (the leasing of 

televisions, videorecorders etc)~ Even in companies which are in the same field, 

slightly different tendencies · ar·:~ r-ecorded for the different market sections. 

Equally inconsistent are the answe.· · ~ to the questions whether these development 

tendencies are affected more by cyclical or structural influences. In a third of 

the companies the question could not be answered consistently or both cyclical 

and structural influences were seen to apply. In the remaining companies the 

opinion of the majority was that structural ~actors carry more influence. This 

applies both in negative development, as well as in times of slight growth; in 
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contrasts othe;- oompanies saw both positive and necative d_,velopment as being 

due to the course c.t business cycles. 

·!!!'~~ 4 .Market Outlet Developaenta 

Coapanies with ••• to ••• eapls All cos. 

40-100 100-200 200-1000 27 

Ruaber ot Companies .10 T 10 27 

The development on the market 

of the company is characterised 

by: 

strong shrinkage tendenoie, 3 -2 1 6 

- weak shrinkage tendencies ·2 2 2 6 

stable development 2 1 3 6 

slight growth tendencies 3 3 2 8 

strong growth tendencies 1 1 

Seasonal oscillations in the 

market outlets or the 

companies are characterised 

by: 

strong seasonal fluctuation 3 1 2 6 

medium seasonal fluctuation 4 2 6 

weak seasonable fluctuation 3 6 9 
no seasonal fluctuation 4 2 6 
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As far as seasonal fluctuations in the market outlets are concerned, these 

provide no special problems tor more than half the companies, since only weak or 

no fluctuations occur during the year. In the case of six companies, strong or 

medium-strength fluctuations occur. In some of the manufacturing companies (for 

instance building, machinery and paper processing companies) as well as in the 

textile trade anQ.in S$rvices companies, seasonal fluctuations play an ~rtant 

role. 

a) DeYelopaent ot Turnover and laaplo}'laent · 

The mainly negative evaluation or the development ot the market outlets does not 

mean that the majority of the examined companies had to sutter restrictions of 

turnover in the last few years. This, in fact, is not the case: five companies 

have had an emphatically expanding turnover development in the last three years 

and so fUrther companies have had a slight expansion in turnover development;· in 

four companies the situation was more or less stable (which, in certain 

circumstances could mean a negative development). Moreover, six companies have 

strongly reduced turnovers (three small companies: textile and leather 

processing, construction companies; three larger companies: machinery 

construction, tobacco and medical supply companies) as well as one small and one 

larget"" compar.tY" which-' have slowly decreasing tuurnovers. Seen in total, the 

turnover development in the medium-sized compa~ies is at its most advantageous; 
(six slightly expanding, one more or less stable); it is most disadvantageous on 

the other hand in small companies (three strongly, one slightly retrograde and 

only one is clearly expansive). Among the larger companies six have retrograde 

or- stable devel'opm7,nt a~d are· contrasted by f6u;r:- companies having clearly 

increasing turnover's (TV leasing, daily paper, coffee· roa's'ting' company and food 

suppliers). 

Market outlet and turnover development are important factors for the development 

of employment; however they do not determine this alone - especially since the 

numbers of personnel per production unit oan be reduced by means of 

technical-organisational rational.J...Jation processes. This is also made clear by 

the results relating to the chang(, in numbers of employees between 1979 and 
1981. 

From an overall point of view the development in employment is more negative 

than could be expected from the information regarding the market outlet 

situation or the turnover developaent. Altogether in twenty tour out or the 
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twenty ~ev~I4 ~xamined companies (tor three larger- companies - viz one with a 

clearly negat~~ve, two with a clearly positive turnover development - no 

information was available) a 6J loss in jobs had occurred 1n the last three 

,yea~s. (See table 5). In particular 1n the medium-sized companies the reduction 

. in : obs was shown to be great (minus an average ot 8.51), in smaller companies 

~v':..~ lo:ss was r-elatively low (minus 4.1~). More than halt the companies exhibited 

a negative emplo}~ent development: Seven companies exhibited a jobs loss ot, on 

average; 17.5% as opposed to only ~w~ companies exhibiting an almost equal jobs 

gain. The clearly positive employment development was exhibited by a small 

clothing factory as well as by the TV Rental tirm; one small company in the 

beverages industry, one metal processing company and one laundry as well as the 

medical supplies company and tobacco ·processing company exhibited particularly 

• high job losses. In most companies the development during the three year 

timespan exhibited one single direction (positive, negative or stable); in only 

four companies was fluctuation between reduction ~d expansion or vice versa 

observed. 
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Table 5 Development o~ Turnover and Developaent ot l!plOJ!8Dt 

CoapaDies with ••• to • •• eapla All cos. 

110-.100 100-200 200-1000 27 

Ruaber ot CoapaA:lea. T 10 27 

... ... ~. 

The Turnover De.velopment of· the N N N N 1) 
/"' 

company from 1979-- to 1981 had 

the following tendency; 

approx. stable 1 1 2 4 

slightly retrograde 1 1 2 

.... strongly retrograde 3 3 6 

slightly expansive 4 6 10 

clearly expansive 1 4 5 
' "!'""' 

The no. of employees has changed . N v N v H v N v 1) 

between 1979 and 1·981 in the ',.· ..... } .. , 

following manner: 

reduction in employment 
0~10~ 2-' -15,9 3 ... -1-&, 1"' 2"·-1'1;6" T -17,5 

reduction in.ployment over 
1% to under 10% 4 - 5,4 1 - 4,6 1 - 9,8 6 - 8,4 

stable employment 
C-1S, o, + 1%) 2 +o,o 1 +O,O 1 - 1,0 4 - 0,5 

increase in employment. over 
1% to under 10% 1 + 8,0 2 + 5,5 2 +·2,7 5 + 3,6 

increase in employment 
over 10% 1 +19,4 1 +17,5 2 +17,7 

Total 10 - 4' 1 7 - 8,4 7 - 6,0 24 - 6,0 

No information 3 3 

1) N = no. of companies 

V = change in no. of employees in S from the situation in 1979 
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d) Future ~eotationa 

Whr~t ·are the main expectations for the tuture development of the company 

C(.4 n Jj,dering the given market outlet situations? 

A third of the ~xamined companies sees in the development of the market outlets 

a distinctive variation for possihli'J changes .in the company situation. In the 

appraisal of market chances, there is extensive insecurity, i.e. both positive 

developments (such as a renewed economic upswing, improvement of the prospects 

for the construction industry due to a changed interest-policy or the state 

etc.) are seen as possible as well as negative developments (for instance 

increased imports from Japan, which threaten a furniture manufacturer; negative 

influences through increases in duty in the tobacco processing factory etc. ) • 

The assessment of the technical development is similarly ambivalent depending 

upon whether a company hopes for advantages over theiir competitors due to 

improvement in its own production engineering or whether it sees itself in a 

situation where the market position worsens in spite of the technical 

developments. A few companies hope for an improvement or at least stabilisation 

of their own situation due to changes in production organisation or else to 

product diversification strategies. 

.. 
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Table 6 Expectations tor CO!f&Dl Developaent 

Ca.paDies with ••• to ••• eapls All cos. 

-0-100 100-200 200-1000 27 

•uaber ot Coapaniea 

The following developments could 
influence the situation of the 
company within the next three years: 

engineering developments 

structure of the company 

organisation of production 

changes in production 
(diversification) 

new marketing channels 

new qualification requirements 

EConomic/Market Development 

No information 

What results could such developments 
have for the employment requirements 
or the company until 1985? 

need for a strong reduction ! , 

over 10% per year..) in employees. 

reduction or no. of employees up 
to 10% per year 

approx stable employment 

increase in No. of employees 
ot up to 1 O% per year, 

greater increase in no. of 
employees (over 10J per year) 

Total 

Ho infor-..tion 

10 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

4 

12 

, 
4 

2 

2 

9 

, 

1 

2 

1 

4-

1 

1 

g· 

1 

3 

2 

5 

2 

10 

2 

2 

3 

, 
4 

1 

1 

3 

2 

8 

2 

27 

6 

4 

2 

5 

6 

1 

9 

33 

2 

2 

5 

8 

6 

1 

22 

5 
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The uncertainty of the expectations is also reflected in the answers about the 

consequences of' important influences on the company situation relating to 

·emf;loyment. Five companies did not express an opinion on this topic; a further 

e:tg} ·t use a more or less stable development of employment as a basis for their 

r·3}13y. Only one company (TV Rental) expects a substantial increase in employees, 

two companies in each class are hoping for at least a slightly positive 

employment development in the next few years .(up to a maximum 1 OJ). A clearly 

negative development in employment (reduction in personnel over 10%) was 

expected by one small company (textile company, due to import competition) ·and 

one larger company (coffee roasting co., due to new production engineering). One 

larger services company as well as 4 smaller production companies expected lower 

to medium job-losses (up to 10% for the next few years. 

In most cases the future expectations are strongly influenced by experiences 

which the companies have had during the past few years in the development of 

employment. 

4. Employaent Policy and Manpower Planning 

The main interest of the study lies in the extent to which small and medium 

sized companies operate a forward-looking manpower and employment policy. This 

question cannot be answered solely through the.oriterion of the availability of 

manpower plans which can be easily registered (for different periods) ; much 

more, it required a comprehensive structure. The following questions had to be 

answered*: 

• 

Is a forecast available for the development of the company, which includes 

both economic and technical developments on the market outlet or outlets and 

which also calculates the development or productivity in the oompany? 

Are these tendencies of technical-economical development translated into 

condi tiona for manpower development (quantitative and qualitative, in 

particular taking into account qualification requirements)? 

This list of questions applies to the hypotheses developed by CEGOS within 

the framework or the study; compare project instructions by CEGOS, 1981. 
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Is there an analysis of the available manpower resources of the company and 

.its development tendencies, based on the age structure of the workforce, the 

:mObility within the company, the fluctuation to be·expected etc.? 

Are the forecast magnitudes ot the supply and demand developments in the 

manpower field opposed to one another in the manpower plans (over what 

period?) and are recruitment and manpower reduction plans developed in order 

to compensate between supply and demand? 

Which institutional and informative conditions are given for carrying out an 

effective FLF}(? (What is the position of the personnel department or 

personnel management)? What knowledge is there about developments outside 

the company on the local or regional labour markets? (Contacts with labour 

office or other oompanies for solving manpower problema? etc.). 

To what extent are the representatives or the employees/works' councils 

included in the FLEM? 

Since FLEM should not be used as an end in itself - especially since it brings 

certain costs with it - we should measure it finally by its results, by its use 

to the company on tme· one hand, to the company's employees and the general 

labour market on the other hand. This can .be determined by whether the 
development of the company is not inhibited by quantitiative or qualitative 

bottlenecks in the field of manpower or whether processes of adjustment in the 

manpower field, also in the case of negative company .development, can run their 

course without sudden and unforeseen decisions and dramatic actions (layoffs). 
~•':-;~~ '•,....,.,..., :\ • ~ •?< '•It '\- ._'_p,,•' ,.._ ..... t . ...-~> ,..~:,{ ;':..,. ,..,~~-:~')).. •. ~·U.~'11;' ·~, • 

a) Company DeveloJ)IIent and Haapower., PlanB~r.tr" 

In the previous section we tried to ascertain whia~ tuture expectations for the 

market outlet and company developments are used as a basis for planning by the 

companies and what the consequences are tor employment. We have already noted 

that in a whole series of companies there exists uncertainty with regard to the 

future economic development and the possible consequences tor employment (see 
Table 6). 

To what extent are these more or less uncertain expectations translated into 

manpower plans, or do they even provide the 'initiative tor manpower planning 

concerns, since extensive changes in employment are feared or expected? 
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We will begin with the second question: two companies have expressed the opinion 

·that, until 1985, reduction in employment of over 10J could become necessary, in 

•one company an increase in employment of over 10~ is expected in this period of 

·time. In none of these companies was this seen as an initiative for manpower 

planning. In the expanding (larger) company manpower planning methods have been 

in existence ·since 1975; in the second, also larger, company planning is carried 

out in accordance with the recently introd~ced.reorganisation of the company; in 

the third, a small textile processing company, the experience of the last few 

years has been that comparatively strong fluctuations in employment can be coped 

with on a short-term basis, since almost exclusively a semi-skilled female 

workforce is employed. Company and personnel planning is seen as impossible in 

this case since customer demand development cannot be foreseen. 

'lbe argument, that the order situation and hence the utilisation of the 

production capacity, cannot be foreseen more than 2 or 3 months in advance, is 

expressed by many companies which do not use manpower methods. Moreover, time 

and again, the survey ability of the company is given as a reason. Both factors 

are related in some way to the size of the company and it is therefore not 

surprising that the spread of personnel planning (as already determined in 

earlier research - see Maase, Schultz-Wild, 1980) is related to the size of the 

company (though not exclusively to this factor) in this field of research as 

well (see Table 7). 

Only one company out of the companies with up to 1 00 employees use~ manpower 

methods covering a period of 1t years); here it is important that the company in 

question is a company whose success depends quite obviously upon the special 

qualifications of a part of its employees (skilled workers and technical staff) 

and that simultaneously in the case of these employees, due to their sought
after qualifioations, there exists a great danger of employees leaving. Here 

FLEM serves both for medium to long-term orientation of the centrally important 

qualification policy (a very high quota of apprentices) as well as for 

increasing flexibility in the use of'. teams and the highly necessary measures of 

adjustment due to fluctuations in production. 
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Table 1 Manpower Plannins Methods 

Ca.paniea with ••• to 

Rv..ber o~ Companies 

· There are written manpower plans 
or a plan for the entire company 

Manpower Planning was introduced: 

before 1970 
1970 - 1975 
1976 - 1980 
after 1980 

The manpower plans have a term 
of (multiple choice): 

up to 6 months 
6 months to one year 
over 1 yr & up to 2 yrs 
over 2 years 

Manpower planning is based on 
an assessment ot the development 
ot (multiple ohoioe): 

the entire company 
the individual sections 
tfie·i..,;.individual catf!gories ·of 
employees 

Manpower Planning takes into account 
the results of (multiple choice): 

resignation by the employees 
retirement 
the age structure of employees 
internal promotion 
total fluctuation 

External developments taken into 
account in manpower planning 
(multiple choice): 

order situation, market outlet 
technical development 
labour market 

40-100 

10 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

100-200 

.. 
1 

4 

2 
2 

2 
1 
1 
1 

2 
3 

1· 
't..¥' 

2 
4 
3 
1 
4 

2 
1 

••• eapla 

200-1000 

10 

8 

3 
4 
1 

2 
5 
2 
1 

8 
6 

2 

6 
8 
6 
5 
7 

8 
4 
2 

All cos • 

27 

27 

13 

2 
5 
4 
2 

4 
6 
4 
2 

1 1 
9 

3 

9 
13 
10 
6 

12 

10 
6 
3 
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In .the case of medium sized companies (between 100 and 200 employees) 4 out of 7 

have had manpower planning for 1 year or more, in one case only short-term, 3 

month, plans are available, whilst in the three other oases the plans extend one 

to three years into the future. Of the three companies of this size, which do 

not operate FLEM, 2 are machinery construction companies or metal processing 

companies, where the employment of skilled workers is of importance to a greater--.. 

or lesser extent; qualification policy is not the central issue here~ was .the 

case in the above mentioned example. The third company which does not use 

manpower planning is, again, a textile processing firm which, almost 

exclusively, employs semi-skilled women; in this company the level of 

utilisation can only be foreseen in the (very) short-term. 

In the case of the larger companies in the sample, 8 out of 1 0 had writ ten 

manpower plans or (in one case) a general company plan, which also made 

reference to aspects of FLEM. The majority of planning terms were at least one 

year, in 3 companies 2 or 3 years; a trading company (with a high proportion of 

female sales personnel) was satisfied with a four-month planning term. On 

average the manpower or company plannning in these companies was initiated 

slightly later than in medium-sized companies; in one case the planning system 

is not yet fully in force, its complete introduction not being envisaged until 

next year. 

Two companies of this size operate without a planning system and do not plan its 

introduction in the foreseeable future; these are one machinery construction 

firm and one retail company. The reasons for the absence of planning are 

different: 

The retail company exhibits a relatively clear structure and a rather stable 

development; manpower policy is limited mainly to the need for handling the 

considerable fluctuation (20% or more) in the mainly female workforce; on 

the labour market of this large town there are no specific qualification 

problems, especially as the company itself trains apprentices (in steady 

numbers). 

The machinery construction company is situated in a rural labour market and 

has very little competition in the field of recruiting. The activity of the 

company is in three areas (production of 2 different types of machines as 

well as a repair section), which show different "business cycles". The 
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degree of utilisation can only been foreseen in the (very) short term 

(partially due to dependence as supplier of another company, partially due 

to the unforeseen level of repairs). Personnel adjustment occurs (on a very 

short-term basis) in reaction to the state of the market, both within the 

company by means of transfers between the different operational sections of 

the company, as well as on the external local labour market. Since there is 

little competition on the labour market workers, who were earlier laid off 

and who are qualified, oan be re-employed in the abort-term if necessary. 

Those companies who practice FLP.M in any form whatsoever, list the tollowing 

advantages: 

increased insight into the use of labour and into employment development; 

securing sufficient labour capacity from a quantitative and qualitative 

point of view; 

orientation of qualification policy (above all apprenticeships) especially 

since even in times of high unemployment recruitment of skilled workers on 

the labour market is often impossible. 

cost-savings ~Y avoiding erroneous appointments and erroneous decisions; 

early recognition of possible bottlen~cks and for orientation of the 
recruitment policy; 

development of manpower reserves within the company and their management; 

avoidance of expensive "surprises" of p,.roolematical, in some oases 

con~lict-laden manpower decisions.; 

finally, in one case, the intention to give employees clear career chances 
was mentioned. 

b) Manpower Planning Methods 

In all planning companies the employment plan forms the basis of the manpower 

plan, mostly connected with a manpower assignment plan, the latter being limited 

to certain important groups, such as skilled workers. A type of back-up 

planning, i.e. determining which person will replace another, permanently or in 

the case of temporary absence, is relatively important for certain key 
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positions • 

. ~1o.yment plans and back-up plans are also present in some of those companies, 

Which bave no written manpower plans; in other companies this is more implicitly 

contained in the organisation plan of the company (For instance, by means of . 
rules relating to machine attendance or the assignment of foreman, etc.). 

Moreover, in most companies having manpower planning a comprehensive company 

plan is also available, normally of the same duration as the manpower plan; 

there are however also oomprehensive plans having longer or shorter durations 

than the manpower plan. 

Manpower requirement plans, usually having a during of one year, are also 

regularly included in manpower plans. Only rather occasionally, however, a 

change-over in recruitment or reduction plans of longer terms does take place; 

the manpower requirement plans, together with actual manpower requirements in 

the company; are normally sufficient for the orientation of the employment 

policy. For instance, none of the companies had a manpower reduction plan with a 

duration of more than one year, as is common these days in large ~cale 

enterprises, such as the steel industry in the context or part .. stoppages in 

production. 

In three of the planning companies FLEH is exclusively based on an estimate of 

the development of the entire company; in the other instances a differentiated 

estimate is taken for the individual sections of the company. In only three 

companies the development was related to the individual groups of employees. 

FLEM is differentiated also with reference to the different reasons for jobs 

becoming available; reductions due to retirement, the age structure and total 

fluctuation were taken into account almost everywhere, on the other hand the 

results of internal promotion processes were taken into account less often. 

Among developments outside the company, included in FLEM, mention was made 

mainly of market outlet, order situation and technical developments; much less 

often the labour ~arket situation, wluch is of some importance, when determining 

the number of apprentices. 

In almost half the companies, among whom some do not practice FLEl'i, special 

plans exist relating to reduction in staffing due to retirement; in the main 

these are of relatively long-term duration ( 3 to 10 years). Three of the 

companies, who practice manpower planning, reject such plans either because all 
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their staff are still young, or .·because (as in trade) fluctuation is so high 

that such plans would have to be revised too otten. 

Only in six companies including one without any manpower planning whatsoever 

were there analyses available about the causes of fluctuation; from these were 

drawn the consequences for the manpower policy. In more than half the companies, 

monthly or quarterly statistics are taken about the reduction in number of 

employees; in only three oases, however, were prognoses deduced fr-om these, 

whioh were then included in FLEM. 

Altogether, the results in this field show that there exists a relatively narrow 

common basic system for manpower planning in all planning companies. Moreover, 

manifold and different individual systems are used, depending upon the different 

internal and external operational requirements and the manpower problems 

connected with this. With the exception of plans relating to retirement, in 

general, relatively short planning horizons of up to one year predominate. 

c) Status ot Manpower Management 

Decisions concerning FLEM problems are made mostly by top management in 

companies of the size examined here. This applies not only to basic questions of 

manpower poli-cy, but often also to decisions about the creation or filling of 

vacancies. In smaller and medium sized compani~s there are usually no separate 

special manpower departments or managements with autonomous decision making 

powers. In most cases these manpower policy· functions are substitutionally 

carried out by the wages department in order to prepare management decisions or 

car~y t~em out (for if!,S~ance .. appoin~m.e.n~!l an~ .. l~y-ott.s.) • 
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Table 8 Status of the Manpower Depe.rtl11ent/Manyement 

Camps with ••••••• to •••.•.• Emplqyees All Comps. 

No of Companies 

Contribution of the manpower 

dept. to de cis ions regarding 

the refilling of open jobs: 

in the case of workers 

the manpower dept. 

decides alone 

- the manpower dept. takes 

part in decision making 

in the case of (non leading) 

salaried employees 

the manpower dept. takes 

part in decision making 

Participation of the manpower 

dept. in the decision between 

several applicants for the same 

job: 

in the case of workers 

in the case of sal.aried employees 

in the case of leading 

salaried employees 

Participation of the manpower 

dept. in the evaluation of 

employees: 

The manpower dept. or manpower 

management of the company as a whole 

is consul ted before a deeision is 

made regarding in-house transfers 

or promotion: 

Participation of the manpower dept. 

in some manpower policy decisions 

(for inst. the gi vins of notice:) 

40-100. 

10 

2 

1 

7 

100-200 

7 

1 

1 

2 

1 

200-1000 

10 

2 

6 

7 

9 

9 

3 

3 

9 

6 

27 

2 

6 

7 

12 

ll 

3 

4 

18 

7 

..· 
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In contrast to this a personnel department and management does exist in most of 

the larger companies, which - mostly in close agreement with company management 

- carries out manpower policy and manpow~r, planning functions. Decisions 

regarding appointments are made nere, at .least for workers and lower-grade 

salaried employees within the scope of man~uwer management. Above all, this is 

done within the framework of manpower plana which has been accepted by the 

company management. When the decision in question regards applicants for .one 

position, then this is mostly the concern of ~he company management in the case 

of small and medium sized companies; in a few companies the personnel 

representative also takes part; in one case the decision about the applicant is 

made even without consulting the company management - in co-operation with the 

prospective superiors. 

The structure in the large companies is different; with one exception the 

personnel department or management is always included in the decisions regarding 

the different applicants; in the case of workers and low-grade salaries 

employees the decision is normally taken without consultation with the company 

top management, together with the prospective superiors. The fact that an 

independent manpower management is of more importance here is underlined in 

three coml'Qnies by the additional availability of more formalised evaluation 

systems and the participation of manpower management in the evaluation process. 

In the ca.ae of greater autonomy in decision making for manpower management, 

agreement with company policy is achieved by means of co-ordination meetings 

with company management, normally once a week. 

d) Involvement or Employee Representatives 

FLEM should also include the early transmission of information to the company's 

employee representation about plans and decisions in manpower policy. 

In five of the examined companies (4 smaller as well as 1 larger, which operates 

a great number of branches throughout the country) there is no works council so 

that already the condi tiona are missing to supply regular information about 

manpower planning to the employee representatives in accordance with German 

Works Constitution Act. 

' the other companies information to the works council is maintained to 

·rerent degrees and with varying regularity. This happens most comprehensively 

~ase of lay-offs, since there is a compulsory regulation, the disregard of 
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which might have severe oonsequenoes tor the company if it oomes to industrial 

court trials. Instruction of the works council is equally extensive in the case 

of appointments, less extensive on the other hand in cases of internal promotion 

and internal transfers. 

Eight out of 13 planning companies regularly instruct the works council 

re~arding ~power planning; this is not the case tor five companies, or where 

no works council exists. On the other hand, a few of the smaller companies, 

which do not have manpower planning, say that they do inform the works council 

of employment policy evaluations and intentions. 

The influence of the works council (or in the case or public companies; of the 

personnel council) on the company's employment decision making is judged 
differently by the questioned manpower experts or company management; the 

employees themselves were not questioned during the research. If one takes into 

account that 4 out of the 1 0 smallest companies do not have a works council, 

then, seen in total, the influence of the works council on employment policy is 

lowest here; only 2 companies (construction industry, electrical engineering) 

speak of a strong influence and one ( turni ture indus try) of some influence of' 

the works council on employment policy. • 

In medium sized companies, which all have a works council, in 3 oases (printing, 

textile processing, machinery construction) a strong influence is attributed to 

it, and in the remaining 4 oases a weak one. 
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Table
11
9 Ensa.ge;.ent/Involvement of Labour Rep;:;,sentation H 

Number of Companies 

The company has e.: 

- works council in accordance 
'With the Works Constitution Act 

council in accordance 
with the personnel 
representation act 
(public service) 

The works council is engaged 
in the following processes 
(multiple choice): 

- in· manpower pianning, 
forecasting of employment 
development 

- in the case of appointments 
in internal promotions 

- in internal replacement/transfers 
- in the case of dismissals 
- in- the case of other manpower: 

reduction actions (for instance 
early retirement, severance pay 
regulations etc) 

The innuence of the worm 
councils on empla,rment 
policy decisions by the company, 
in particular if important changes 
occur in employment policy, is 
seen as follows: 

- no influence 
little influence 
some inn uen ce 
strong influence 
quite discriminatory 

All 

Companies with ••• to ••. empls. Cos. 

4o-l00 

10 

6 

4 
6 
2 
3 
6 

4. 

2 
1 
1 
2 

100-200 

7 

7 

2 
7 
3 
6 
7 

3 

4 

3 

200-1000 

10 

8 

5 
9 
9 
9 
9 

8 

3 
3 
2 
1 

40-1000 

27 

21 

11 
22 
14 
18 
22 

15 

2 
8 
4 
7 
~ 
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In the larger companies there is again one which does not have a works council; 

in the remaining companies the works council is allowed at least a slight 

influence on employment policy; however, in only two companies were they allowed 

a stronger intluence. In the case of one company 1 t was expressly stated that .., 

the influence asserted by the works council was of different levels of strength 

depending upon the type or employment policy decisions being taken • 

....... ~.!..,. __ _ 

In 14 out of the 22 companies having a works· council, no distinctions were 

observed in the influence exertecf"by the representatives regarding different 

groups ot employees; in the case of the other eight companies however, according 

to the information given, the works council is mainly engaged for industrial 

workers, representing the interests or these workers more than those of salaried 

statf and in particular those of higher salaried employees. This can be due both 

to the fact that the workers are often organised in unions to a higher degree 

than salaried staff (and therefore often take more seats in the works council) 

as well as the tact that employment policy measures, which affect the interest 

of the employees (for instance transfers, dismissals), are more frequently 

applied in this area. 

5. Bmployaen~ and Qua1ifioation Po11oy 

a) FLIM 

Altogether 13 of the 27 examined companies are shown as using different manpower 

policy methods and are well disposed towards FL!M. As shown, the degree of 

expansion, the planning horizon, the internal position of the manpower 

department or management, etc. , are all highly individual. In the following, 

these companies are simply described as "planning" companies and are contrasted 

with the other companies; they are 8 out of 10 larger companies, 4 out of 7 

medium-sized companies and 1 out ot 1 0 smaller companies. 

If we first examine tuurnover development, then the total impression is that 

during the last 3 years on average the planning companies have fared better than 

the non-planning ones. All 5 companies which have a clearly expanding turnover 

are planning companies, whilst of the 6 companies experiencing a strong 

recession in turnover development, 4 are non-planning companies. 
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TabJ.e ;):0: PLEM 

Plcning Non Planning All 
Cc:a:pc.i841 Compcies Companies 

; 
lio of Ccmpciea 

14 13 27 

Average no. ot employers· 
356 per Ccmpcy 133 2.4o 

Tumover Devel.O})Milt 1979-1981 
had the tollowing tcdenciea: 

- strong recession 2 4 6 
- weak recessiCD l. 1 2 - approx stable 2 2 4 
- sli&tltly expensiw expcdinc 3 7 10 
- clear~ expancting s 5 

Between 1979 and 1981. the 
number ot emplo74tes cb.emged as u< 1) v< 1) :t'ollovs: I v I v 
- reduction in emp.J.oyment o'W!r 10% 4 -18 3 -15 7 -18 
- reduction in eapl.aymet o'W!r 1% 

to below 10% 2 - 9 4 - 5 6 - 3 - more or leas stable empl.OJIIIIIlt 2 - 1 2 0 4 - 1 
(-1%, o, + 1%) 

- increase in employment over 1% 
to below 10% + 2 4 +6 5 + 4 

- increase in emplO)"mant over 
10% 2 +18 2 +18 

Total 11 - 7 13 - 3 '24 -6 
lo Information 2 1 3 

1 ) I • Bo ot comp&Dies ; V • Chanp 
in No ot emplQTees in % since 191'9 

During 1981 a reducticm in 
persamel was neceaaar,r: 6 3 9 
Dismissal of •••••• employees was 
plamled:·· 215: 43::· 258• 
Intact •••••••• employees ... we:e. 
dialliaaed: 195 140 235 

Besides/instead of dismissal 
the~ll~g•uunswretua 
:f'or adjuat:JD~~Dt ot the no. ot 
employees 
(Multiple Choice): 
- none 2 5 7 - f'ewer tem.porazy employees 4 4 
- reduction in toreigr~ orders 2 l. 3 
- reduction in overtime 6 2 .8 
- reduction in extra shirts 2 2 
- short time vork 3 2 5 
- no recruitment/use ot 

... f'luctuation 8 9 17 - early' retirement 1 - termination contracts/ 
severance payments 3 l 4 - bridging by turther training 

- trms:f'ers within the company 
with /vi thout re-training 5 l 6 

Avarege No ot JDaaaurea taken 
per company 3. 1 1. 8 2.5 
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From this it might be expected ~hat the current employment development in the 

planning companies is more positive (or at leaat not as negative as the average) 

than in the other companies. This expectation is, however, not confirmed by the 

available data. In the oase ot the planning _companies the quota for manpower 

reduction between 1979 and 1981 was on average more than double that in· the 

non-planning·oompanies (7.3J to 2.9S). 

The above mentioned expectation is only confirmed in the small companies; here 

the only planning company is also the only one which has ·an increase· in 

employment which lies well above 10J (+ 19.4S) whilst amongst the non-planning 

companies one showed an increase of as, two showed stable employment, and six a 

reduction in employment, so- that in· total these· companies show a reduction in 

employment of 13%. In the case of non-planning companies the figure is only 1 .2% 

and in the case of larger companies, a non-planning company shows a 4% 

employment increase whilst tor the six planning companies a reduction · in 

employment is shown of just 7S - regrettably for three companies of this size, 

information is not available. 

The sometimes expounded expection that planning companies offer a high degree of 

job security for their employees or offer a positive contribution to the 

development of the labour market, is not confirmed by these research data. The 

results indicated more clearly the argument c~nstantly brought forward by the 

trade unions in Germany since the 1974/5 recession, that FLEM by the companies 

is used in the first place as an instrument for rationalisation. As already 

indica ted several times, the results of this pilot study are not sufficiently 

indicative to confirm or reject this thesis. In so far as the companies taking 

part in the research are concerned, the apparent contradiction between the 

positive turnover and the negative employment development or the planning 

companies can be explained above all by the more rigorous 

technical-organisational rationalisat:Lon processes (detailed information about 

this was not included in the study). 

Since a negative employment development prevails in the examined companies, the 

first question must relate to manpower reduction policie~. 

Out of the 13 planning companies, during the year 1981, 6 have reduced the 

number of employees, 3 have increased in number, 2 remained stable, and for 2 

companies no details are available. In 4 out of 6 companies reducing their 

number of employees, a reduction in manpower was also achieved by means of 
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lay-offs, in the other two companies manpower reduction was achieved solely by 

using the regular turnover. For these 4 companies, on average, the manpower 

quota for dismissal is approximately 10~. These companies had foreseen an excess 

·uf :employees approximately 1 0~ higher than wer-e in actual fact di.smissed, and 

increased short-time work could be arranged by one company. 

In the case ·of the 14 non-planning, usually smaller companies, eight reduced 

their number of employees during the year before· the survey, two expanded 

(considerably), three had a stable development, and no information was available. 

in the case of one company. In only two out or eight companies reducing their 

number or employees was this achieved by dismissals, in the others normal 

turnover was sufficient to regulate employment. In the case of the smaller and 

medi·ttm sized companies it was only individual employees who left the company and 

who were not replaced. In the two companies where dismissals took place, these 

concerned approximiately 20J of all employees. 

The expectation that, by means of FLEM, dismissals can be largely avoided, 

cannot be confirmed making reference to the available research results. In the 

cases where jobs have been cut more extensively during the course of one year, 

both in the case of planning and non-planning companies, lay-offs play an 

important role; only where the quota of manpower-reduction is low, is this 

achieve-d- exclusively by means of· deliberate 'non-reorui tment and use of the 

"natural" turnovero This result differs from ~ur earlier researches into large 

companies, which mainly renounce dismissals or mass lay-offs, also in cases of 

substantial manpower reduction actions; (See Schultz-Wild, 1978). 

When asked whic~ othe~ systems are. applied by the companie~ for adjusting 
I •' • ''f/,"- "-~' •'' 

manpower requi'rements, besides or instead of lay-offs, then in both planning and 

non-planning companies - as pointed out above - non-recruitment or use of 

turnover are quoted most often. Apart from this (in agreement with our earlier 

research results) it is shown that the planning (and thus, on average, larger) 

companies to a wider extent prefer other manpower adjustment measures to 

lay-offs. The planning companies, more extensively than the non-planning 

companies, use the reduction of temporary employees, the reduction of overtime 

and of special shifts, of internal transfers with or without retraining as well 

as the conclusion of contracts. On average, a planning company using 

manpower-adjustment measures applied 3.1 different measures; in a non-planning 

company on the other hand, the figure is only 1. 8, which of course can also 

depend on the different sizes of the oompanies, and on the different degrees of 

pressure to adjust. It should be pointed out that neither the planning nor the 
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non-planning companies made use ot bridging the gaps in employment by means or 
increased further training ot th•ir ow.n employees. 

l)') Manpower- Planning and Qual1t1oat1on Policy. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the training of apprentices in the 

so-called dual system (combination ot state normalised and controlled in-house 

training plus instruction in public vocational schools) still plays a central 

role in company qualification policy, especially in the manufacturing industry. 

Above all,- where skilled workers· are of great importance in the production 

process, there arises the question as to what extent the company itself trains 

its young employees for these jobs or whether it relies on the recruitment 

possibilities. of the external labour market. Apart from this, especially in 

industry, but also in the services sector, there exist some less pretentious and 

less formalised training processes for unskilled and semi-skilled workers; in 

addition to this there are more or less systematic facilities for further 

in-company training tor skilled workers and lower management employees, whose 

primary education was mainly obtained in state schools and universities. 

The first question is whether- the planning companies themselves trained 

apprentices more tor the long-term security or their skilled employee 

requirements. '!be question brought the· following results: 

Out of the 13 planning companies 2 do not provide any training whatsoever. 

However, the majority of 11 companies did provide training, all to a different 

extent. In two larger companies the quota or apprentices (related to the total 

number of employees) is under 1J; in tbe small planning company on the other 

hand the quota is about 24J. On average the quota of apprentices. lies at barely 

5% in the companies with vooational training and approXimately 4% when related 

to all planning companies. 
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Manpower and Qualification 

No of Companies 

There .is a 'manpower reserve', 
i.e. -employees, whose use is not 
imme-diately necessary who will 
however gain knowledge and 
experience to be used by the 
company in the mid-term within· 
the company 

Means of further education are 
offered or subsidized within 
the company: 

- in company seminars 
- schooling outside the coma~ 
- courses within the fr~ewor.k of 

apprentice instruction 

Apprentices are trained: 

- the average quota for 
apprentices (related to the no. 
of. employees in ·'the company) '' 

is: 
- related to companies with 

vocational training 
- related to all companies 
- the average quota of apprentices 

(related to the no. of workers 
employed) is: 

The work of the employees is 
evaluated (Multiple choice): 

- without certain targets 
- by comparison with a job 

description 
- by comparison with 

predetermined objectives. 

Planning 
Companies 

13 

6 

ll. 

5 
5 

11 

4.7% 
4.0% 

13% 

2 

7 

7 

Non-Planning 
Compenies 

l~ 

3 

6 

3 
3 

8 

9.2% 
5. 3% 

15% 

8 

6 

All 
Companies 

27 

9 

17 

8 
8 

2 

19 

6.6% 
4.6% 

14% 

10 

'7 

13 
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A larger number, i.e. 6 companies out of 14 non-planning companies, do not train 

apprentices, however, in the case of the remaining 8 companies the appr·entice 

quota is, at 9%, almost twice as high as in the case of planning companies and 

accordingly the apprentice quota related to all non-planning companies is also 

higher, at 5%. 

Therefore, it cannot be said that the planning companies build on the 

traditional dual training system in their qualification policies to a greater 

extent than non-planning companies. This is partially dependent upon the 

different activity and employment structures ot the, on the whole, larger 

planning companies. 

The result is, however, also confirmed when an attempt _is made to relate the 

number of industrial apprentices to the number of employed skilled workers or to 

relate - which is only approximately possible with the research material - the 

number of non-industrial apprentices to the number of professionally qualified 

employees. In the 11 planning companies employing skilled workers, the 

apprentice quota, related to these skilled workers, is approx 13%; in the 

non-planning companies on the other hand the average is almost 15%. 

These results' can certainly not be · interpreted only as a result of different 

manpower policy and manpower planning strategi~s of the companies. Rather they 

depend on a number of varying conditions and structures of the different 

industrial production and work processes. Thus, for instance, we already 

mentioned that a bread factory, although it has a (relatively small) requirement 

tor skilled workers, cannot train them in baking skills, due to the narrowness 

of skills required in the industrial production process. All in all ·the 

impression is gained that the industrial apprentice training plays a more 

central role for manpower and qualification policy in the smaller non-planning 

companies, which rely relatively heavily on skilled workers, than is the case in 

the larger, mostly planning, companies. Here, on the one hand, the use of 

unskilled and semi-skilled labour is of greater importance, and on the other 

hand, recruitment of skilled manpower is more often effected by making use of 

the external labour market - not only for skilled workers, who have served 

apprenticeships elsewhere, but also for more highly qualified specialists. A 

pointer to this is the fact that six out of the 13 planning companies maintain 

'manpower in stock' (for instance trainees) from a training policy perspective, 

whilst this is the case in only 3 out of the 1~ non-planning companies. 
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Moreover, in planning companies, the need for further education measures playa ~ 

greater role: i1 out of 13 planning companies either provide in-company seminare 

or finan¢ially support further external training of their empJ ovees:, t h:t ::1 

-ap,pli~:s to only 6 out of 14 non-planning companies. The informatiorJ al)out 

further training ex"i)ertdi ture, which can be compared to a limited extent onl:y ,. 

moreover shows that the financial commitment tor further training of the larger 

planning oompan1es is greater, whilst in the other oompanies the training of 

apprentices is of greater importance. Seminars and other measures of furtheH ... 

training aim much more at the salaried employees, especially the more highly 

paid salaried employees. Branch specific technical courses are to the fore, 

schooling in electronic data processing· plays a role in several companies; in 

the larger companies general organisation and management courses are also 

,provided (for instance labour law, manpower management .. etc.) 

A few of >the interviewees pointed out the risks of a policy of significant 

training: the migration of well qualified workers is reared. L~ many, above all 

the smaller companies relying on skilled labour, the solution of these manpower 

policy problems is seen in a certain over-estimation of the number of 

apprentices in comparison to the skilled workers requirement, an attitude that 

in the la.st few years has been exacted again and again from a labour market 

policy point of view, due to the problem of rising youth unemployment. Now it is 

in partJf· put up with;.. upon completion of training.. not all apprentices. in the 

company are taken into a normal job situation. Moreover, several of the 

companies which provide training have reduced their intake or ?ew apprentices 

over the last few ye~rs. 

Finally, one· specifio stra:tegy-- of the- training--· pollcy" must· not be overlooked, 

which is of importance especially· in smaller, but also medium-sized companies, 

in which the owner or owners work themselves: it is~ the fact that the company 

management itself has to a greater or lesser extent the qualifications which are 

central to the production process of the company, or that they familiarise 

themselves with new machinery or systems, in order, in the case of migration or 

drop-out of workers, to fill the gap themselves or to be able to train other 

workers in a short space of time. This procedure is for instance found in 

machinery construction companies, in which the owner himself not only constructs 

the machines to be sold, but also, at least partially, constructs his own 

machine tools. Similarly, this procedure also occurs in the more complex data 

processing systems in office technology. This relieves manpower policy at least 

partially of the problem to tie up qualified personnel; it allows for more 

independence of developments in employment inside the company and on the 
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external labour market that are hard to forecast and to control. Thus the 

pressure on a long-term FLEM is reduced. 

The aim of the study was to research into the interesting question of · the 

characteristics of in-company manpower and employment policy in a relatively 

small number of small companies, which are characterized by different internal 

and extern·al conditions. Accordingly, almost 30 companies of different sizes, 

branches and regional situations were interviewed. The results clarify 'the 

variability o~ the situations (for example: different market outlet developments 

even in companies of the same branch and of similar size) from a ntlllber of 

aspects which are of importance for manpower policy: they also show a- broad 

spectrum of different types of manpower policy systems and reactions. Since, 

however, we could not aim for a representative selection of oases within the 

framework of the study, considering the very great number o~ companies having up 

to 1000 employees in the German Federal Republic, the results can only be 

generalised within very narrow limits and compared to those from the other 

countries in a limited fashion. 

The expectations for outlet chances and employment requirements in many, 

especially the smaller, companies are characterised by substantial 

uncertainties, which are certainly not inde~ndent of the earlier, for many 

years relatively depressed and inconstant, economic development. On the other 

hand the situation on the labour market has relaxed from the point of view of 

the companies compared to the earlier full-employment phases; it is easier than 

before to recruit using the external labour market - at least as long as the 

company is not looking for highly skilled workers, which still are rare to some 

extent. Both factors reduce the pressure on a long term oriented in-company 

manpower and employment polioy. 

In addition there are structural factors: on the one hand many of the companies 

are transparent enough for company management from the point of view of size and 

structure or staff, even without manpower planning systems or analyses; on the 

other hand, there is a greater liberty of action in manpower policy compared to 

larger companies together with relatively less importance of labour market 

problems. Smaller companies can more easily achieve a certain percentage 

increase or reduction in employment for a number of reasons: less people are 

affected by this than is the case in larger companies and, for instance, 

restrictive legal limitations (see the so-called mass lay-orr procedures) have 
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muoh less effect; the pressure ot the public, based on labour market policy, 

plays a less important role, image problems rarely occur and also employee 

·represet*ation either does not exist or has little influence. 

Host certainly connected with those factors are the phenomenons that many of the 

interviewed companies do not follow the development" of the external labour 

market very closely. In spite of often rather high nuctuation rates - the 

causes of turnover are hardly analysed with care, and if done, the results of 

analyses are not translated into the management of the manpower. In particu~ar, 

with reduced manpower requirements the dismissal of employees appears acceptable 

or necessary from the view point of manpower policy to a greater extent than is 

the case for larger scale enterprises. 

Nevertheless, there are - as shown - in companies of the size researched here, a 

number of trends towards a manpower and employment policy more related to future 

developments. On the one hand mention should be made of the great importance of 

traditional apprenticeships for many, above all smaller, companies which rely on 

the use of skilled workers; on the other hand we should mention the manpower 

planning process, which occurs in almost 50% or the (mostly larger) companies 

included in this survey. Indeed, the planning system often is not very extensive 

and the planning terms are mostly relatively short; yet there is a clear 
r , 

indication of change as against the situation of short-term, most unplanned 

manpower adjustment which has prevailed in thi-s field as little as one decade 
I 

ago. 

To what extent such reorientating.of manpower and employment policy do not only 

play a role in some of the. companies included-in this study, but are of general 

validity, and thus also obtain an .. increasing bearing on the labour market 

policy, ought to be determined by a broader study. 
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lPPBRDIX 

lBriet" ooapariaon o~ two coapaniea 

Two enterprises w1 th less than 1 00 employees were chosen. They each show a 

number of similar structural characteristics. but differ in organisation and 

manpower policy objectives. 

Company A manufactures and defivers office, shop and consulting room furnishings 

to the specification of ·individual customers. Company B belongs to the hat 

industry and produces both semi-manufactured and, in greater numbers, finished 

goods. Company A was established as a Limited Liability Company in 1961. Company 

B was formed as a Limited Partnership and has remained so for over 1 00 year. 

Both businesses are geared towards buyers in the domestic market (A's cus'tom 

rather changeable, B 's partially stable) with some also in other European 

countries. (Export shares: A approximately 11~; B approximately 15% of the 

turnover) • The trend in market growth during the last three years was for A, 

weak expansion; B was described as stable/stagnating. Both companies have 

registered a slight expansion in turnover growth since 1979 and showed a wage 

cost share on the turnover of about 40%. 

Since 1979 the developments of employment have experienced divergent trends: 

Firm A positive (79/80 + 15%; 80/81 + 4%); Firm B negative (79/80 - 8%, 80/81 -

4%); the average quota of fluctuation during the last three years has been 

similarly high for both firms: around 17'/, for A and 1 9% for B. The manpower 

structures of the two companies show characteristic differ.ences: 
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Com;eanz A Coml2an:i B 

Men Women Total Men Women Total 

Employees 19 82 65 16 8o 27 48 75 

- Full-time 64 13 77 27 46 73 

- Part-time 3 3 2 2 

- Germans 53 15 68 17 28 45 
- Foreigners 1 1 12 10 20 30 

- Workers 35 3 38 24 38 62 
- Skilled workers 28 1 29 3 3 6 

- Semi-skilled workers 7 2 9 21 35 56 

White collar workers/ 

salarie.d employees 13 10 23 3" 8 11 

Extra contractual. 

salaried employees 3 3 6 3 ":) 
..J 

Other white collar 

I sa.lari.e d. employees~ 10 . 7 17 8 8 

Industrial apprentices 16 
.. 

2 28 2 2 

Other apprentices 
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Company A mainly employs male workers; among these the skilled workers play a 

-central r.ole in the manufac.turing process and specially qualified employees in 

outdoor ·services, whereas almost two thirds of the employees in cqmpany B a~e 
·women and the proportion of skilled labour is very small. The great importance 

or qualified manpower in A is reflected in the fact that almost a quarter or its 

employees are apprentices; B has only two apprentices. 

These structural differences are mirrored in the resulting company and manpower 

policies. Company A. attributes a oentral element ot its success to its highly 

professionalised measures of qualification (even beyond the pertinent 

.professional requirement-s, i.e. of carpentry) of a large number of its 

.employees·, completed by fUrther in-company education, whereas B, like so many 

industrial companies,, can work with semi-skilled machine operators after only a 

brief training period. (This is why in the majority of cases women and foreign 

workers, mostly without any professional qualifications, can be employed. 

In company A guarantee of qualification therefore 1s a cornerstone of manpower 

and employment policy. Besides the internal training of manpower fran the 

external labour market, the company also relies on a certain reserve of 

qualified stafff and particularly the in-house training or apprentices which 

gives them independence from the qualification standards of the labour market in 

the recruitment of the most important group ot .employees, viz., skilled workers. 

Since the qualifications procured represent an intermediate stage to further 

education for a certain number of apprentices (study of architecture) and since 

these qualifications are very much looked for on the labour market, a 

comparatively high number of apprentices are trained to compensate for the 

expected exodus of qualified manpower. By comparison, such factors are 

insignificant in company B. 

In Firm A manpower assignment and organisation of work are characterised by 

craft-orientated teamwork with comparatively high independence of the groups, 

whilst B shows the stong hierarchical division of labour structures 

characteristic of industrial mass production. 

Related to these differences is the fact that A (as the only one of the 

companies of this size covered) disposes of FL.EM (consisting of the company's 

three year global plan, a one and a half year manpower plan, a ten year 

projection of retirement to expect, an analysis of the reasons for fluctuation 

etc.) , whilst company B, for expenditure reasons as much as for the clearer 
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manpower structure and the easier exchangeability ot manpower via the external 

labour market, can dispense with such a planning framework (the exception being 

a ~o year prognosis of retirements). 

Both companies are subject to considerable insecurity with regard to the future 

development or markets and consequently their employees' jobs. In a recession, 

company A would first respond with a reduction of overtime work and short-time 

working and then, as far as is possible, the staff would only be reduced in line 

with regular fluctuation; company B on the contrary would first give notice to 

certain male or female semi-skilled production workers and then bring in 

short-time working for the more qualified permanent starr. 

In company A there is regular understanding about manpower policy decision with 

the works council, to whom certain weighty concessions are made, especially 

where the interests of the skilled workers are involved. In company B on the 

contrary, a works council does not even exist. Decisions related to manpower 

policy are made by the management who only admits advice by the heads of 

departments • 

. In company A there are at least dispositions for independent manpower policy 

functions (a set-up of FLEM, influence on relevant decisions according to labour 

criterions on a long-term approach) - even though they are not as obvious as in 

many larger companies. In comparison, firm B maintains the traditional pattern 

·or short-termed adaptation of manpower to employment requirements, instant 

decision being taken by the management. 

Company B maintains more intensive and continuous contacts to the labour 

administration (greater orientation towards the external labour market). On the 

contrary, company A shows the policy of reinforcing apprenticeships - as it has 

been propagandized from the labour market point of view in recent years -

although consequently because of poor economic growth less and less of these 

fully trained workers are incorporated in the statr. 



PLAN (for personnel planning and business policy) 

Brief comparison· of two firms. 

Two enterprises with less than 100 employees were chosen. They each show 
a number of similar structural characteristics but differ in organisation 
and personnel policy objectives. 
Firm A manufactures and delivers office,shop and consulting ~oom furnishings 
~~ the specification of individual customers. Firm B belongs to the hat 
.industry and produces both semi-manufactures and, in greater numbers, finished 
goods. Firm A was established as a limited liability company in 1961. Firm B 
was formed as a limited partnership and has remained so for over 100 years. 
Both businesses are geared towards buyers in the domestic market,(A's custom 
rather changeable, B's partially stable) with some also in other european 
countries. (Export shares: A approx 11%, B approx 15% of the turnover). Tne 
trend in market growth during the last three years was for A weak expansion; 
B was described as stable/stagnating. Both firms have registered a 
slight expansion in turnover growth since 1979 and showed a wage cost share 
on the turnover of about 40%. 
Since 1979 the businesses have experienced divergent trends: Firm A positive 
(79/80 +15%; 80/81 +4%);. Firm B negative (79/80 -8%, 80/81 -4%); the average 
volacility during the last three years has been similarly high for both firms -
around 17% for A and 19% for B. 
!he personnel structure of the two firms shows characteristic differences:-

Firm A Firm B 
Men ~~n Tog. Men Women Tog. 

Employees 1982 64 16 80 27 48 75 

- Full-time 64 13 77 27 46 73 
- Part-time 3 3 2 2 

- Germans 53 15 68 17 28 45 
- Foreigners 11 1 12 lO 20 30 

- Workers 35 3 38 24 38 62 
Skilled workers 28 1 29 3 3 6 

- Semi-skilled workers 7 2 9 21 35 56 

White coilar workers/ 
salaried employees 13 10 23 3 8 11 

Extra contractual 
salaried employees 3 3 6 3 3 

Other white collar 
I salaried employees 10 7 17 8 8 

Commercial trainees 16 2 28 2 2 

Other trainees 1 1 
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Firm A is comprised mainly of skilled male workers in the manufacturing. 
process and highly qualified wo~kers who play a central role outside the 
office, whereas almost twothirds of the employees in firm B are women and 
the proportion of skilled labour is very small. The importance of 
qualified personnel in A is reflected in the fact that almost a quarter 
·of i:ts employees are trainees; B. has only 2 trainees. 

These structural differences are mirrored in the resulting business and 
personnel policy: within its own professional field (carpentry) A is a 
highly specialised, forward looking company which attributes a central 
element of· its success to its internal policy of encouraging further 
education among a large number of its employees; whereas B, like so many 
industrial concerns can work with semi-skilled machine operators after 
only a brief training period (this is why in the majority of cases women 
and foreign workers, mostly without any professional qualifications, can · 
be employed) • · 

In firm A obtaining a qualification is correspondingly a cornerstone of 
personnel and business policy. Besides the internal traning of outside 
recruits, the company also benefits from a secure reserve of qualified 
staff and particularly the in·house training of apprentices which gives 
them independence from the market place in the recruitment of skilled 
workers. Since the qualifications gained represent an intermediate stage 
to further education (study of architecture) and are looked for on the 
work market,. a comparatively hi&h number of apprentices are trained to 
compensate for the expected exodus of qualified personnel. By comparison, 
such factors are insignificant in B. 

In firm A employment of personnel and organisation of work are characterised 
by craft-orientated teamwork with comparatively high independence among the 
groups, whilst B. shows the·strong hiera:cchical. division of labour structures 
characteristics of industrial mass production. 

Together these differences indicate that A (as one of the comp.anies of its 
size covered) has had at its disposal a personnel planning system (the firm's 
three-year global plan, a one and a half year personnel plan, a ten year 
contingency plan for retirement;·a study of the reason for fluctuation etc.) 
whilst firm B, out of cost factors as much as the clearer personnel structure 
and the easier-exchangeability of personnel through the external'·work market 
can dispense with such a planni~ framework (the ex:eption bein·g a two year 
contingency plan for retirement). 

Both businesses are subject to considerable insecurity with regards to the 
future development of markets and consequently their employees' jobs. In 
a recession, firm A would first respond with overtime reduction and short
time working and then, as far as is possible, the staff would only be reduced 
in line with changing need·s: Firm B would in comparison first give notice to 
appointed trainee production workers and women employees respectively and 
then bring in short-time working for the qualified skeleton staff. 

Firm A holds a regular ballot, with the works council able to influence personnel/ 
policy decisions especially where the interests of the skilled workers are 
involved. In firm B there is no works council. Decisions concerning personnel 
are made by the management who are only advised by the head of departments. 
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In firm A, there are at least. the beginnings of personnel function (a 
personnel planning structure; the decision making process is influenced by the 
long-term approach to personnel planning) even if they are not as obvious as in 
many larger concerns. In comparison, firm B maintains the traditional 
pattern of adapting its personnel to the short-term needs of the business, 
decisions being taken by management. 

Firm B maintains more intensive and continuous contacts in the management 
ofits workforce (greater orientation towards the foreign·market). In 
compariso~, firm A has, in recent years, stu~ to its policy of youth 
education though it was aware that, because of the poor growth prospects, 
less and less of those fully trained would .be incorporated in the workforce. 
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EEC FLEM REPORT 

lrelland 

Coapany an~ Manpower Backsrounds 

1.1 Nine companies were seen~ the Irish Republic, five in the Dublin area, 

the commercial centre where 20 per cent of the population live, and four 

in Shannon, Limerick and Gal way in the Weet co.-,t of the country. 

1.2 Five of the companies seen are foreign-owned and relatively new 

employers in the Republic. The four Irish-owned companies vary from one 

created at the time of the Irish Free State est"blishment in 1921 to one 

company less than a year old. 

1.3 The foreign owned companies' markets were international, albeit one 

sells only to its parent company, whilst the Irish companies' markets 

are national only. 

1 .4. Only one. company produced many products, the other eight having either a 

single product or service, or variations on the theme. 

1 • 5 The number of employees in the youngest company is some eighty people; 

the others employ between 160 and 980 staff. These could be broken down 

thus: 

more than 500 

200 - 500 

50 - ax> 

4 

' 2 

1.6 One company, operating in a contracting market, sees the need to reduce 

manpower levels; one is considering a completely new related market to 

grow i..""ltc with new skills being acquired as well as more staff; the 

others are either going to tie their numbers of staff to the market rate 

of growth, or in three cases, are expecting to face a growing market 

without planning to increase the numbers of staff. One of these is 

introducing new technology and reduci~ considerably one element of its 

salesforce. 
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1. 7 The foreign-owned companies are either in technical engineering, big h 

technology sectors or providing professional services. With only one 

~~eption, these companies consider that their professional research or 

des"ign staff contribute more than other groups to their competitive 

advantage. The Irish-owned companies either see their management team or 

no group at all as being the most significant group. 

1. 8 Unions, w1 th the one exception of the company providing professional 

services, were always present. In the one case already described where 

new technology is being introduced and an element of the salesforce 

considerably reduced, the unions ask for and get a lot of information 

about manpower. Its influence on manpower decisions is significant. This 

is also the only· company with a no-redundancy agreement. Everywhere 

else, the remaining seven companies, either union involvement is 

negligible because they have not taken the initiative or any involvement 

is due to management using the union or staff association as a forum for 

discuasion about the company prospects and, via productivity, manpower 

needs. 

1 • 9 The cost of manpower, as a percentage of total costs, whilst varying 

considerably (from 7 per cent to 56 per cent) averaged 21 per cent for 

the foreign owned companies (including the professional services 

company) and 40 per cent for the Irish-owned companies. 

1.10 The people interviewed were:-

2 managing directors 

1 general manager 

5 personnel managers/directors 

personnel officer 
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Knowledge of luture Xanpover Kequirementa 

Note: the approaches vary tremendously from very structured to unsystematic 

assesemen ta ·for various manpower •111tema. 

2.1 Frequency of assessment 

None 

Continual/weekly 2 

Monthly/quarterly 2 

Annually/half yearly 5 
10* 

2.2 Period ahead looked at 

Less than a year 2 

1 to 3 years 3 

Greater than 3 yrs 4 

~ 

* O~e com~_looks quarterly at the following five quarters and annually 

at the following five years - hence some double counting. 

2. 3 All but one o.f the companies state that; they 09nsider, external 

developments when examining their manpower requirements. The exception 

has its operations dictated by its foreign owners. The main factor 

mentioned is the economy and its impact an business level; technology is 

the second most frequent factor . and one company recognises the impact 

new local companies might have on their own manpower. 

2.4 In-house commercial or technical developments are considered in two 

thirds of' the companies. 
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2.5 Of the various effects on their manpower caused by 

resignations 

retirements 

tha age structure 

internal promotions 

to tal turnover 

-:;he one ·::hat led to most com:m.enta ·das the s.ge a·tructu:ce. On~) co!uptUJ.y .had 

ax:;a.u.ded re.p:'i~dly ir~ the late 1 940s and :r:-eal:Lsed that all its a:;;nsgement 

~:ill 'oe n claa:ued out in less than 1 0 years" with no-one groomed to 

fol.low¢. A second rea.J.is~d it 1rill ~taed to take in apprentices -:::o keep a 

·balanced, skilled workforce; s. thi:.:'d realised it needs :no:.ce oJ.de:c 

pevple ~ c.::ul a fourth had bean concern$d about the youth of its 'iAI'o::·icfr:; ~ce 

when elder people were not available but, as they had proved successful, 

intended to maintain this emphasis on young people. 
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B.ecruitaent 

3-.1 ·!tbst companies in UK and Ireland did not differentiate between internal 

promotions and transfers. The following therefore compares filli.ng a 

vacanc7 from internal sources with fill~ it from outside the company. 

;.2 Further, companies attempted to exclude minor promotions where the jobs 

performed remained substantially the same. 

;.; Given that variation in definition will make comparison difficult, the 

ratio of vacancies filled ranged from three internally to every one 

externally to one filled internally to 15 externally. 

3.4 fuwever, as the latter extreme is weighted by recruiting young office 

staff or operatives, this does not disprove the stated policy of most· of 
the companies: namely if a vacancy were to occur above the usual entry 

point then a thorough examination of all internal staff for potential to 

fill a post would be undertaken before externally recruiting. 

3.5 At some variance to this statement, all the foreign-owned companies had 

recruited from outside at director or vice-president level. The highest 

levels into which the Irish-owned companies had recruited were general 

sales manager, inventory manager, foreman and managing director. 

;.6 At three companies, authority for all recruitment at present rests with 

the managing director, in one case it rests with the works manager (the 

smallest company with no personnel function) and in all the others with 

personnel and the relevant manager. 

;. 7 All the companies are prepared to use short term employees, either 

contract staff or agency staff and only one was not actually doing so at 

the time of the interview. Six companies had between two and four such 

people, one had ten and the last fourteen. 

;.a Three companies, one in electronics, one in insurance and one in 

construction, are presently employing a pool of manpower not essential 

to immediate requirements but was gaining knowledge for the medium term 

benefit of their company. A furt}\er four had done so and/or are 

considering doing so. 
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Development and ~ainiDC 

4.1 Only one company, that providing professional services, did not see an 

obvio~ development path for someone in its employment. 

4.2 Of the rema1n1ng eight companies only one would not in practice indicate 

to the employee the opportunities for future development. 

4.3 Four companies take on school leavers with a career path ahead of them, 

one takes them on but does not have a devel.opment path, and the 

remaining four do not take them on, although one of these will shortly 

need to. 

4.4 IJhe company providing professional services was just introducing some 

trainiDg for i,ta staff by bringing in management development training. 

The other foreign-owned companies all provided comprehensive training at 

all levels. This was carried on a specific budget allocation with only 

one exception, where the costs were borne by the employee's department. 

The level of training provided by the Irish-owned companies was markedly 

less and the costs incurred carried on general administration or 

something~s~lar. 

4.5 An individUal's performance, if formally assessed, is invariably against 

pre-determined objectives rather than a job description. In two cases no 

formal assessment is made; in a further company a job description is 

also used. 

4. 6 Invariably the individual's boss is involved in the assessment, as one 

would expect. There are two interesting variations, both in 

foreign-owned companies. In one the assessment is done by a committee 

including personnel and top management. In the other, the individual 

writes his own objectives and is responsible for assessing himself 

against these in conjunction with his immediate superior. 
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4.7 The reasons for assessment are as follows 

for promotion· prospect 66% 

for salary rev~sion purposes 44% 
tor training and development 33% 
tor union discussions 11% 

4-8 Nearly always, before any- movement of an individual is agreed, whether 

for a training programme, promotion or transfer, the person responsible 

for manpower is consul ted. :. Chly once was it admitted this was not 

necessarily the case and thi~ was in the largest company seen with sites 

throughout the. country. 

4·9 Excluding the very new company, five of the remaining eight companies 

are not experiencing a slowing down of opportunities for development •. 

4.10 When considering an opportunity for movement, only one company did not 

base . its decision, at least in part, on the needs of the company. A 

third of the companies gave this as their only reason. Four companies 

also give the expectations of the individual aa a reason, one saying 

that it· is not possible to separate the individual's expectations from 

the needs of the company. The time an individual had spent in the 

organisation ranked third :in priorities and was mentioned by three 

companies. 

4.11 If an. individual has reached as high as he is going to in a company, 

none of the Irish-owned companies would infor-m him of this fact. Three . 
of the t.ive foreign-owned commpanies would tell the man. 
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Vastace 

-s~:1 4!1.1 the companies interviewed keep records of people who leave tb.em~ and 

only one does not record the reason tor le~nc· 

5.2 However, four companies do not conduct exit interviews, relying on 

informal sources. to understand why an ind~~dual has deQided to leave. 

5. 3 'lWo companies alJ:eady had. an analysis of wh,- indi.viduals leave them; two 

analysed the reasons for the previous year's leavers at the time of the 

interview; the remaining five generalised. 

5.4 The reasons varied with occupation groupe- Gi- -looa:tions as one m~ght 

expect: 

on the West Coast of Ireland people are prepared to travel 

considerable distances to work: in one company about 10 per 

cent of the workforce travel over 1 5 miles and distances 

twice this are nC?t uncommon. However, if a sui ta:ble 

opportunity arises near his home, an operator will often take 

it 

' movements to the Irish Civil Service, A.rm.y' and Garda were 

al$0 si&nj f.icant in 1981 , ~r.baaJ.. overlappillC with that. above 

movements between local. companies appear to be limited 

the other significant reasons tor operators moving are 

emigration to the United States and pregnancies 

salaried staff appear to move to management posts elsewhere 

management staff move to set up on their own in business. 

5.5 Only one company did not know bow many retirements are due in the next 

three years, albeit four of the eight :emaining companies have none due. 
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5.6 Two of the four which know how many are due, have considered how they 

will replace these losses. 

'5. 7 No company made a formal estimate of. the total losses of manpower in 

some future period, but six make a mental estimate and then compare this 

with an on-going monitoring ot the losses. 

5.8 All had observed that there were differences in an individual's 

likelihood of leaving dependin& on sex., or occupation group. Distance 

from home to work has also been noted, as have age 8lld state of .the 

economy. None mentioned length of service as a significant factor. 

5~9 In two companies their knowledge of' wastap was sufficiently highly 

tuned that when a particular group • s rate of leaving had varied from 

that expected this was understood and, in one of these companies, action 

taken to rectify the cause. 
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Banpower Kanageaent 

6.~ All of the foreign-owned companies and none of the Irish-owned companies 

said that their company prepared a manpower plan. 

6. 2 However, one Irish-owned company inc.luded a manpower element in its 

financial planning, and the Personnel and Training Manager clearly 

contributed centrally to the forward looking management of this company. 

6.3 A second Irish-owned company has thought about the implications of a 

change in structure on its manpower. needs and, whilst it has created an 

understanding amongst its workforce after some union resistance, it 

recognises the need for someone to plan the whole process more 

completely. 

6.4 It should also be added that one of the foreign owned companies, which 

has only been planning its manpower for some 18 months, recognises that 

it is still very much in the early stages in this field. Its business 

which is subject very much to peaks and troughs, is only met by extreme 

commitment in terms of unpaid overtime fl:.om ita. staff d:uri:l& the. peaka.. 

6.5 Of the remaining four companies practising forward looking employment 

management, two see the advantages in terms of identifying shortfalls of 

certain skills and an opportunity to examine developments and assess 

where the- company is:;. heading .. The· other~· two. see·- it mainly· as a·· control 

on manning levels. 

6.6 The difficulties encountered included understanding the cultural 

differences and estimating the demand for manpower. 

6. 7 Only two companies had monitored the variation between their plan and 

what actually happened to demand for manpower; one being on target and 

one below plan. 

6 .a In the first case their supply of manpower had not dropped as fast as 

they had wanted due to a decreasing wastage rate and in the second they 

were able to match their supply of man~ower to the demand. 
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6.9 In only one company has it been necessary to make anyone redundant in 

tile last few years. In 1 979 the market for a product which was being 

introduced collapsed and action had to be taken • 

6. lO Elsewhere either redundancy bas been avoided (in two companies) or the 

matter has not arisen (in the remaining au). 

6.11 It may be relevant that most compani~s in the Irish Republic actively 

liaise with their competitors, both on a product basis nationally and on 

an employment ·basis over issues such as local salary rates and tra~ng • 
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·77 ~·1 'I't is difficult to draw many conclusions from a sample of nine 

companies. However a clear distinction can be drawn between 

foreign•owned and Irish-owned companies, .in their approaches to forward 

looking employment management. 

Foreign 

Irish 

Very Well 

2 

Good 

2 1 

··2 

Not trying 

2 

7.2 Those in the high technology production enviroumeut also. approach FLEM 

better, although there is some correlation between these first two 

reasons (see com~ profiles). 

7.3 Coat of manpower compared with total coats is not a relevant factor, nor 

is overall size, when considering a compan7's ability to practice FLEM. 
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Compan7 Profilee 

a) Electronic products - US owned - 400 employees 

b) Computer peripherals - US owned - 520 employees 

c) Consumer products - US owned - 600 employees 

d) Specialist electrical products - US owned - 450 employees 

e) Ehg ineering consul tanc:r - US owned - 160 emplorees 

f) Publishing --Irish - 510 employees 

g) Insurance - Irish - quoted 980 company employees 

h) Construction - Irish privately owned - 80 employees - less than a year 

old 

i) Building society - Irish - 260 employees 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

Compw and Man't)OW'er Backgrounds 

27 companies make up the sa.m.ple in the UK. 

3 in Scotland 

2 in the North East 

4 in the North West 

2 in the South 

5 in the South East 

l in the East 

5 in London suburbs 

and 5 ir. Central London 

1.2 Dividing these simply- into manufacturing or service organizations, 

7~ are manufacturers or distributors, 10; primarily provide a service 

(one compa.ey both running hotels and a construction operation) Six of the 

companies are foreign owned o~era.tions; nine are privately owned: ll are 

quoted companies, or autonomous units owned by a quoted compa.n.y; the 

remaining one, a building soc::ieey, is .. a.....Jl.On...p~t making organ.i.za.tion.-

1. 3 14 companies have completely world wide· markets, 2 are European based, 

the remainder national only with one large com:pa.c.y only having the vast 

majority of its business with one customer. 

l. 4 Only three companies are based on a variety of products or services like 

the one above; 9 are based on a single product or servic~; the majority 

( 15) having variations of a. siugle product or service as their bases. 

1. 5 The number of employees s~axmed the complete range, from 50 to lOCO 

people broken down as follows : 

more than 500 

200 - 500 

50 - 200 employees 

1 companies 

9 companies 

ll companies 
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1.6 OnlY five companies anticipate a decline ia. numbers. empla,yed.from 

their present position, whereas eleven a.re looking to overall future 

growth in the region of lO% per annumo A common theme· whether looking 

tor growth or decline overall is that there will be an emphasis on technical 

skills and less need for unskilled or semi skilled staff. ~ 

I 

l. 7 IiaJ;.f the companies considered tha.t their staff' was the most significant 

element in their advantage over their competitors , particularly in the 

service --c-ompanies. (One compa.z:cy- felt it h&d no competitive advantage 

_/· a.t all.) • This is most noticeable amongst companies whose· main asset is 

the knowledge a.nd skills ot their employees (in this study' these were 

a Public Relations comp~, a computer software house and a. stock brokers) • 

1. 8 Unions, a.l thougb. present in over half the ~ompa.nies, b.a.ve remarkabl~ little 

involvement in manpower policies. Only in one company -was it star;ed that 

unions have a significant influence relating to decisions about manpower. 

A second compa.ny agreed that their unions had some inrluence. In the 

other tventy five companies involvement was either at management's 

instigation through a consultative process when change was necessary or 

it was non existant. (Unions are taken to inc.lud.e sta.f.f associates in 

this definition). 

l. 9 '!he cost ot manpower, a.s a. percentage o£ to:t&l costs , varies considerably 

(from 10% to 70%) • In one comparq this measure was well known by the 

com.pa::cy-'s representative (its financial director) and there was a positive 

intention to adjust this to a desired level. Elsewhere the figure was 

not genera.lly accurately known~ the representative often contacting the 

accounts department. 

1.10 The people- interviewed were: 

5 managing directors/partners 

5 company secretaries/financial directors 

2 generaJ. mana.gers 

14 personnal directors /maua.gers 

2 personne~ officers 

.I 
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Knowled.ge of Future Mappower Reg,uirements 

·Note: the a.pproe.ches vary tremendous~ from very- structured to intermittent 

.~;essments for particular .occupation groups. 

~.l Frequency of aasesslDeAt 

None 4 

MonthlY /quarterly' 6 
Annual/hal.t year.cy- 15 
IntermittentlY 4 

29* 

2.2 Period ahead looked at 

Less than a. year 3 

l to 3 years l2 

Greater than 3 YTS lO 

25* 

*llhese figures include two companies who look monthly at their 

annual manpower requirements and a.nnua.lly at their longer term 

requirements. 

-2. 3 l2 of the companies consider external developments when examining their 

manpower requirements, and only half of these a.cti ve.:cy explore the 

il:riplications of alternative outcomes. Of the other 6 companies severa.l 

expressed concern that the forma.l plan was too "a.ir:r fair,r",. Ma.n7 of the 

remaining 15 companies have :put a:tr3' considered pla.nning into abeyance 

throughout the recession, though they mq still go through the motions. 

2.4 Looking a.t internal developments was more widespread with 19 companies 

considering the effects of computerization particularly minis and micros, 

increased productively, the introduction of new equipment and 

rationalization of staffing needs. 
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Recruitment 

3.l Most· companies in UK and Ireland did not differentiate between 

internaJ. promotions and trans .t'ers • '!he following therefore compares 

fil.ling a vacancy from. internal. sources with tiJ J iug it from outs ida 

the c::omp~. 

3.2 Further compcU.es attempted to exclude minor promotions where the jobs 

performed remained substanti~ the same. Also· re-organizations, 

confound thl.a distinction. 

3.3 Ei~t companies were not able to obtain the information on recruitment 

from outside vis - a - vis internal promo·tions , some employing large 

numbers of transient people at different locations.Eignt were able 

to distinguish not onlY between recruitment from outside and internal 

movements, but also identity hov m.e.ny were recruited at the lovest 

entry- point a.nd how lD8li.Y positions were tiJ.led by' reerui tment when 

promotion or transfer was a. possibility. In severe.J. organizations, 

again primarily the professional organizations already mentioned, it 

was pointed out that promotion equated to self development. Further, one 

organization wa.s o~ a yea:r old, leading to many short service peopJ.e 

not rea~ for promotion. 

3. 4 Considering alJ. the caveats above, the .underlying pattern of promotions 

to recni tm.en t is in the region of one to two • 

3.5 When asked what policy a comp&ny' had with regard to recruiting only' 

from· outside through to internal promotion~ only, the spread of responses 

was fairly even .Engineering or manufacturing: companies· advertised 

interna.lly' a.t the same time as externall3" recruiting, whilst the professional. 

and financial companies tend to thoro~ examine internal staff before 

thinltiug of external recruitment. 

3.6 Over half (14) the companies have recruited someone in at director level, 

the next quarter had only _.,.~cruited as high as management in the last five 

or so years, the remaining c .:mpanies lower sti~l, into positions such as 

chief draugb.tsman, accountant, department head. 
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3.1 Authcrity for recnitment a.t the lowest level lies with the ma.na.sing 

director in lO ot the companies visited, witll managers in a further 9 

and with personnel. in 4 and with supervisors, works foremen and the 

like s.t the remaining 4. 

3 .. e l2 companies do ,not e.mp.loy short term st&ft as a matter or policy; 

of' the remaining 15 it is an essentia.l. part or the · operations of 

three companies, either throuah- seasonal demands or through vary-ing 

level.s of contracts usi.Dg labourers. On the whole, those companies 

who plan &head better tend to be those who an prepared to employ- short 

term. staft. 

3.9 9 companies employ- a pool of manpower aot essential to immediate 

requirements but held for the medium term benefit of the company. Most 

of the people are in some sort of training programme, (work experience, 

sandwich courses etc. ) • One company thouf#l vas maintaining the nucleus 

of a. product group together throusnout· the recession. 
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Development and Training 

4o~ Eigh.t companies did not see development paths through th@ir 

organizations for the individual. 

4 .~ All of" those that have. development paths, and two ott the eigb.t that 

do not, make this clear to their employees. 

4. 3 Two thirds· ot the companies seen take on a regular intake of school 

leavers or in one- case used to and are &bout to again.. Four o-r these 

companies, provide no development path and onl.3' one of these makes this 

clear to the school leaver. 

4. 4 Apart from day re~ease, ottly five companies sta.ted tha.t an average 

individuals expectation tor training would be five days or more per 

annum. 

4. 5 By far the ms.jori t:r of companies either have no training budget, one 

compa.ny actually stating that no training has been given in recent years, 

or accept the costs on departlllenta.l budgets. Only ti ve companies could 

produce a. :f'igure re~ating to the cost of training; this in one instance 

vas for external. courses ~, in another to a pe.rtic~ar course· set UP.. 

for its professional. staff, the others looked at all.. costs including lost 

productive time. The hisnest figure noted vas approximately- .U500 per 

employee per year. 

4.6 Eigb.t companies conduct no formal assessment, with one stating that it 

woul.d be dangerous in their environment, especia.lly i:t linked to prospects 

when opportunities :f'or promotion are ra.re. Five companies use a. job 

description as the basis for assessment; eleven use pre-determined 

objectives and three some combination of job description and objectives. 

4.7 Strangely-, only in two companies are personnel involved in an individual's 

assessment, which appears to be at some variance with the ne.xt point. 

4. 8 !=.eluding those companies who do not conduct a formal assessment but 

make some note of an individual's performance (four of the eight in 4. 5), 

by far the most signi~icant reason given for this exercise is to establish 

training needs. 
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training and development 

promotion prospects 

salar,r revision purposes 

82% 

45% 
45% 

One company, where the individual met waa the general manager, 

stated they- were uncertain why they did this at a.l.J.. 

4.9 In six companies, of the tventT seven, a. D~Jvement of an individual, 

whether for a. training course or promotion or trans fer·, would not 

necessarily be dis cussed with the· person responsibl.e for manpower. 

4 .. 10 Just over half the companies seen (14) are not experiencing a. slowing 

do-wn of op:portuni ties for ind.i vidual development. 

4 .ll Al.most half the companies ( 13) see the needs of the company as the onJ.y:' 

reason for considering such an opportunity; three compa.nies see the 

expectations of the individua.l as the only rea.son; the remainder see 

some combination of these with the exception of one compSllY' where time 

in the organization was the onJ.y' reason given. 

4.~2 One third of the companies tell an individua..l when he has rea.ched as high 

in the company structure a.s b.e wiJ.J. go. 
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Wgtate 

5 .~ Only one cOmpSJ'lY sa:,rs that it does not mai.ntaizl records ot peopl.e 

who leave them, a.lthouah three others do not record the re.s,s0%1. 'fol' 

leaving .. 

5·. 2 Ten· companies do not· conduct~ formal exit inte1"'V'iewa. 

5. 3 ~ two of the companies were in a pc)sition to give a precise breakdown 

of why" staff left in l98J.: in both cases almost two thirds the losses 

were at the company's instiption. Nine made no statement as. to the reasons 

for people leaving. Of the remainder· four companies recognize a. particular 

factor other than the "accepta.b~e '' reasons such as more money-, 

~regnancy, domestic. 

5.4 Fourteen companies do not plan ahead for retirements in three years time, 

ten of these not even anticipating retirements in one years time. 

However to be fair, in four of these the age structure is so y-oung that 

this is not necessa.r,r. In one other of these ten companies normal 

retirement age is ignored with some people working in their seventies. 

5.5 Twe.lve companies make· an estimate of the total number of losses per 

quarter and. monitor the actua.:l losses against this. Five companies 

do neither and the other ten do either anticipate a certain number of 

losses or keep monitoring them. 

5.6 Ten compa.uies have not noted arrr difference in an individuals likelihood 

of leaving depending on either their sex. or' theizr occupation· gl-oup. Two 

of these are very professional organizations and a turtb:er five employ 

a la.rge proportion ot their workforce !rom & single sex and into one

occupation group. 

5. 7 Two companies recognize that length ot service influences an individuals 

like.lihood of leaving: one deliberate~ makes use of b.isll turnover 

foreign employ-ees: a fUrther two state that their markets business cycle 

inf'J.uences this. Otherwise no compa:&:cy' states that azq other factors 

influence turnovero 

5. 8 Almost every COJD.l'SJlY states that turnover has declined over the last 

twelve months, with five companies qua.lify'ing this with statements like 

"dramatic" and "ridiculously low". However it was noticeable that two 
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of the last companies visited, one in Scotland and one in 

the North. East,. have noticed a.. picking up of turnover in the last 

few months. 
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M&ppower Manaament-

6.1 Seven comt'auies state that they do not cu.rrently prepare 

manpower plans, a.lthough in one o~ these, this. process is merely 
f 

dormant over the last two y-ears.. The period of time the remaining 

companies have prepared ~ is as· follows : 

lesa than 3 Tears 

3 to lO years 

More than' lO y-e&rS-

; 
5' 

9 

In one remaining eompa.D7 pJ.ans a.re prepared by the board but not 

passed to senior personnel management! 

6. 2 Looking a.t t:b.ose companies which say they do not prepare manpover plans; 

one has an excel.l.ent training and: daveJ.opment p.la.ni1ing. process and 

is aware o-r national shortages of certain el.ementa of their workforce;_ 

a second is a. highly professione.l. organization Which uses a co-operative 

style of management and its development is largely dependent on the 

development of each individual; the others genera.lly operate in a. volatile 

market where plazm.ing is not seen to be appJ.ieable. 

6.3 IDolting at those companies Which prepare manpower pJ.ans, twelve either 

see it as part of a f'inancia.l process -w:ith centro~ seen as the IIX)St 

signiti:cant advantage or see no advantage at all. The remaining seven 

companies used phrases such as "essential matching", "intJ.uencing overall 

pJ.ans", "efficient use ot resources", "recognition of investment in 

manpower" and "taking a. broa~.z:' vie.y linki:a.g into the business". 

6.4.· The major di~ficulties encountered have been, a.J.most without exception, 

a much reduced level of certainty in the tUture. Only' two companies 

regard the- exercise as a chor&- or too lengthy. 

6.5 Of all nineteen companies practising forward looking-employment management, 

only six have noticed a variation between this planned and actual supply 

of manpower, usually increased retention. Four regard this element of 

their planning as very accurate. 

6.6 When looking at the variation between planned and actual demand, one 

company revises its plans too frequentJ,y for this to be signi.ficant. 

Only four claim this element to be accurate, and three have been a~fected 

by reduced sales. 

) 
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6. 7 'Ihe remaining companies have not compared their past plans with 

the subsequent events. 

n.:B Half the companies have gone through. at least one redundancy exercise 

in the last ten years. There appears to be ·little overall relationship 

between this and whether or not a co~ anticipates its manpower 

needs. One company, which does not claim to plan its manpower, 
~---- recognizes that it reduced its manpower numbers in 1974 and 1975 in 

something approaching a. panic but now reaJ.ises it was mistaken then ~d 

knows how to avoid the situation again. 

6.9 However, looking a.t the seven companies planning their future 

employment :::nest thoroughJ.y only one has had to declare people redundant. 

6.10 ~ere appears to be litt·~e sigc.i.t'ica.nce in the contact with competitors 

or government a.~ncies. 
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7.~ There appears to be a relationship between those companies where 

their major resource is their manpower and their successful use of 

forward looking empl,oyment management. 

,.._-_;__. -.- . .. 

Very Well Good Trying Not Tr.ring 

ProfessJ.ona.J. Serv'l.ce 5 3 l l 
or Technical Production 

Other Services l 3 6 3 
or other Production 

Marketing l l l l 
& Construct. ion 

7. 2 ~..ro factors a.re not as significant a.s w-e might ha.ve expected. 

i) the ~art manpower is seen to play in the com~any's 

competitive advantage 

ii) the size of the company 

7.3 Those companies that focus on internal replacement to fill vacancies 

often with h.igb. levels of training and SJ!ecif'ic financial. allocation 

for this, they tend to make effective use of forward looking employment 

management. 

7. 4 Also those c:ompanies which have a. ~ersonnel presence a.nd undertake union 

consultation, even though union involvement is negligible in the sample, 

they do tend to make best use of manpower p~anning. The process becomes 

intertvined with overall. business pJ..a.oning, rather tha.n as a means of 

financial control. 
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Company Profiles 

Public relations - private - 50 employee~ 

Auto engineering - ~uoted - 60 employees 

Software house - private - 90 employees 

D) Air conditioning - private - 90 employees 

E) Textil.es - autonomous subsidiary" of British compa.IlY - 100 employees 

F) Stock brokers - private - llO employees 

G) Suppliers to shoe industr,r - quoted - 130 employees 

H) Medical. equipment autonomous subs of Foreign Companies - 140 employees 

I) Protective equipment - autonomous, subsidiary" of British Companies -

150 employees 

J) Fasion wear - autonomous subsidiary- of Foreign Companies - 175 employees 

~) Building Society - British Charity - 190 employees 

L) ~yestuffs - ~rivate - 220 employees 

M) Bre,...rer.r - private - 250 employees 

N) Hotels &: Construction - private - 300 employees 

0) Medical eqUipment - autonomous subsidiary of British Companies -

340 employees 

P) Aircraft chartering & engineering - pri ve.te - 390 employees 

Q) Chemicals - autonomous subsidiary ~f foreign companies - 450 employees 

R) Air filtration - a.utonooous subsidiary of foreign. companies - 480 employees 

S) Publishers - autonomous. subsidiary of foreign companies - 490 employees 

T) Ship owners &: charters - quoted - 490 e~oyees 

U) Air movement systems autonomous subsidi.e.ry of British companies - 600 employees 

V) Advertising - autonomous subsidiary of British companies - 600 employees 

W) Construction - autonomous subsidiary of British companies - 600 employees 

X) Pharmaceuticals - autonomous subsidiary of British companies - 630 employees 

Y) Construction - autonomous subsidiary of British companies 1000 employees 

Z) Retailing - quoted - 1000 employees 

ZZ) Mining equipment - British Company - 1030 employees 

) 



UK CASE STUDY 

Two com-panie's &l:'e de$cribed in. det.,:f.l be-low: 

Case 1: 
A public relations consultancy operating ·from one site in central London. 
The person interviewed was one of two joint managing directors. 

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 

The interviewee sees the market as one which is steadily growing with her 
company providing consultancy to a number of client companies operating 
in different sectors. The company has a core of some 30 client companies, 
additionally handling 10 o~ so ad·hoc assigr~ents per annum. It is one 
of the top ten companies in this field and certainly not in a monopolistic 
position. 

She sees her company's future growth in the need for providing audits and 
advice on internal company communications; this will be heavily dependent 
~n the skills of her staff - indeed she finds it difficult to separate 
their skills and the service they provide. 

MANPOWER ENVIRONMENT 

The company employs 51 people plus the occasional consultant who is paid 
by the hour. Breaking this down. 15 are described as management including 
an inner circle of S board members, 14 are professional staff and 22 are 
administrative support. All the non administrative people provide the 
consultancy service and it is clearly seen as these ~eople, the accounts 
directors and senior account executives, who produce the company's competitive 
advantage. No unions are involved. 

Of the total running costs manpower accounts for almost two thirds. As a 
rough rule she looks for an individual to bring in three times his salary 
which would produce a profit in the regio·n 12-15%. Future growth in number !l, 

which is expected to be 10% per annum, would cover all staff except account 
handling. 

FUTURE REQUIREMENTS 

Manpower is a fixed item on the agenda of the monthly board meeting. In 
general the horizon of such.discussion is 3 to 6 months, but it is not 
uncommon for topics such as the age structure of the company and impact of 
reduction of retirement age for both sexes to 60 to be discussed. Also the 
introduction of the "electronic office" and its impact on manning needs has 
recently been on issue. 

RECRUITMENT 

During 1981 9 people were rec~, ~ted to executive positions and 4 to secretarial 
positions: 6 received promotior1s of some substance. It r..1as stated as the 
managing dir~ctor's ?Olicy inter tl staff would be thoroughly examined £or 
potential before external recruic. ~nt was considered and that several 
administrative staff ha.d made the transition to the executive side. Further, 
the interviewee would also "first filter" any candidate, although the final 
decision would rest with the account director. Only the decision to replace 
or not fill a vacancy on the administrative side would rest r.Jith the office 
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manager. Any other decision would be taken at the monthly board meeting. 

Of interest, in this parti.cularly Sl'ecialist skilled area, is that the 
ten largest C'.omp8.nies decided to get t:ogethe1. to develop a number of young 
graduates from various b•ckgrounds to become public relations consulrants. 

DEVEI.OPMEN'l1 

The only people not completely informed of possible openings are secretaries, 
who as already noted, may move to executive positions. Training is an integral 
part of an individuals develo~tent,often.resulting from examining his 
performance, and much is dependent on his own aspirations. Opportunities 
have not been slowing down in the last year. If an individual has reached 
his "ceiling" then he will be informed of this. 

WASTAGE 

Indeed the main reason given for executives leaving was said to be a nconflict 
of capability match." This is understood to mean the potential the individual 
believes he has,exceeds that the board believes he has, with the result 
that he moves to, in general, a smaller company. This potential is certainly 
seen in terms of 10 years hence and both retirements and wastage are 
anticipated. 

INTERACT! ON MANAGEMENT 

This whole process has been developing·since 1970 and is regarded as an 
essential part of management. Although, considering its size, the develo~
ment and wastage el~ents suggest succession planning is a major consideration, 
the understanding of the labour market, sources of recruitment, and changing 
requirements all indicate a thorough competence in the forward looking 
employment management. 

> 



recruits from outside is the penultimate position for engineers: certainly 
managerial positions are filled internally. 

Responsibility for decisions concerning whether or not t~ re~ruit has 
remanied at unit engineer or unit manager levels, but it has been established 
at higher levels that only leavers will be replaced for the present. Nothing 
is fore-seen that will change this policy. No recriutment plans have been 
made beyond 1982 ( the interview was on .. 4 ,May. ) 

DEVELOPMENT 

No development path exists for those coming into the administrative side 
but it does exist for technical s;;aff. Twenty school leavers will be ta.ken 
on this year for apprenticeship~ Whilst this is an improvement on 1981, 
it compares poorly with 60-70 per annum some six years ago. Last year the 
company's training school was closed so the new entrants will receive the 
less expensive but probably less effective combination of site training and 
day-release. A training budget of approximately 1~% of total budget is set 
aside for each unit. 

Performance assessment has fallen by the wayside for over four years now. 
Any development of an individual is dependent on his own motivation and 
opportunities have certainly slowed down considerably. 

WASTAGE 

Comprehensive information was maintained on losses from staff members but 
the interviewer was informed that he was the first person in five years to 
request an analysis ~f why people had left. Of the total of 81, 43 had been 
made redundant. Retirements alone are considered in advance. Any other 
losses are dealt with as they arise. 

INTERACT! ON MANAGEMENT 

A process of manpower accounting has been·running for six years, and the 
actual manpower numbers have adhered closely to the establishments throughout 
until a new general manager initiated a slimming down operation last year 
reacting to the lack of new orders. Although many elements of the FLEM process 
are known by personnel they are not put together in a constructive plan 
for management. 



Cas~':. 2: 
An eng~ne3ri.~& ~.,;cntracto-rs operating from five main sites throughout 
Sco<:~.a:1d. TI·:e ?·:rson interviewed was a personnel officer. 

~iSINR S S i:}'l'V':R(;;TIY!ZNT 

f.f."_!.r a st,ut.rp decline last yf!ar the inte!'viel..Y~e bEliev~s the mat'ket ha.s 
~t tbilized 3t ;:he current low level. The company provides services primarily 
:· . .:-· ~he hes.ti11g, ventilation and air conditioning sectors and is looking· 
~01~ some grO'(;:rth from mechanical services and instrumentation. It does not 
believe ic l.las ·1.=ty advantage over its competitors. 

MANPOWER ENvnt0£00NT 

The company manpower strength was at the opposite end of the range being 
studied. It: employed 998 people at January 1982.. This was broken down 
as follows. 

Management and 
professional 

Technical 

:Operatives 

:Clerical 

:unskilled 

Main 
Service 

13 

185 

466 

44 

Technicall 
Support 

150 

82 

Admin 1 P-rofessional: Control 
Support Support 

12 11 

4 3 

9 19 

There are a number of unions, with EETPU as th&major one, involved with 
the workforce and relations are very amicable. However, they do not become 
involved in man~ower policy matters in any way. 

No change is anticipated in manning levels, everything being heavily 
dependent on local authority expenditure which remains depressed. If there 
were to be any change then growth would only be amongst the operatives. 

The interviewee had no idea of the percentage of total costs taken by 
manpower. 

FUTURE REQUIREMENTS 

Whilst the interviewee stated that manpower requirements are assessed annually 
for the following five years with each department contributing its part, 
the impression was that this was largely a paper exercise. In practice a 
step change such as a new computer installation or an e~ected tender not 
materialising seems to set offa reassessment of manpower needs. 

RECRUITI1ENT 

During 1981, ten people were moved internally and 27 recruited from outside 
the compat1y. There had been a long standing agreement with the unions that 
all internal scaff are considered for their potential to fill a vacancy 
berore external recruitment is initiated. Of the 27 new <antrants, fourteen 
were administrative and thirteen we~technical. The highest level for 
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